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Despite the essential role transportation plays in most people’s daily lives, the ways in which our interactions and experiences with transportation systems affect our well-being is often overlooked. Transportation is an issue more significant than the political battles over infrastructure and urban planning generally acknowledge. Existing research has shown that people’s access to reliable, high-quality transportation options as well as the degree to which these options provide timely and convenient access to destinations of civic, social, educational, and recreational opportunity varies across race and income lines. As made clear through social science frameworks like social exclusion theory, these variations in accessibility can have significant consequences not only on individuals, but on entire communities. Despite the strong body of research that finds evidence of inequities in the degree to which people can use public transit services to access certain destinations, several questions have gone unanswered. Only a handful of analyses have sought to establish macro-level trends that tell us about overall social patterns regarding variations on the quality and utility of public transit service. Further, much of this work has failed to probe the sources of these variations or looked into the institutional drivers that might explain why some people have different experiences riding transit than others.

This dissertation project is comprised of three empirical research articles that respond to these oversights by introducing a sociological lens to the study of public transportation services broadly, and destination accessibility research specifically. In the first paper, I generate and describe patterns of transit-based access to destinations of opportunity across twelve cities nationwide. In the second paper, I investigate the organizational elements native to transit agencies that have been shown to impact the effectiveness of public services and the degree to which users can reap their benefits. Finally, in the third paper I evaluate the use and utility of traditional and alternative transportation planning paradigms for engendering robust accessibility outcomes. While the three analyses engage three unique research questions with their own theoretical foundation, hypotheses, and methodological technique, there is an overarching question that guides my analysis: how useful is public transportation service when it comes...
to actually meeting people’s accessibility needs, and in what ways do public transit agencies themselves affect these accessibility outcomes?

Results of this analysis demonstrates there are macro-level, observable differences in people’s ability to use public transportation to access the places they need or want to go, and that particular elements of an agency’s organizational structure do in fact impact the utility of transit to various destinations in ways that are both straightforward and complex across cities and between social groups. This work also demonstrates that although transportation-based planning initiatives are currently incorporated in transit agency planning standards and guidelines, the impact of this approach is limited. Collectively, results across the three studies provide solid evidence that the physical outcomes of transit systems are reflections of institutional conditions in transit agencies. In reinforcing the role and impact of public institutions for shaping social service delivery outcomes, this research is an important contribution to both urban sociology and urban transportation planning literatures.
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INTRODUCTION

“How Doors Opening: An Analysis of Equity and Accessibility on Public Transportation Services in the United States”

Introduction

Despite the essential role transportation plays in most people’s daily lives, the ways in which our interactions and experiences with transportation systems affect who we are and our well-being is often overlooked. Transportation is an issue more significant than the political battles over infrastructure and urban planning generally acknowledge. As a critical resource necessary for humans to realize their full capabilities in modern society, transportation has long been a central issue in the U.S. civil rights movement (Bullard and Johnson 1997). Research has shown that people’s access to reliable, high-quality transportation options as well as the degree to which these options provide timely and convenient access to destinations of civic, social, educational, and recreational opportunity varies across race and income lines. This variation can have significant consequences on individuals and entire communities. For example, the McCone Commission’s description of the events that led to the Watts riots in 1965 reported, “The inadequate and costly public transportation currently existing throughout the Los Angeles area seriously restricts the residents of the disadvantaged areas such as south central Los Angeles. This lack of adequate transportation handicaps them in seeking and holding jobs, attending schools, shopping, and fulfilling other needs” (Governors Commission on the LA Riots 1965, as quoted in Grengs 2005).

Transportation infrastructure, and related issues of quality and access, is thus a high-profile matter of social significance, whether it is commonly recognized as such or not.

The relevance of transportation for shaping social outcomes is made explicit by social exclusion theory, a social science framework for policy evaluation. Social exclusion theory traces the pervasive inability of particular groups of people to be upwardly mobile and overcome the physical and institutional obstacles that encumber full participation in social life and access to the opportunities and benefits that society has to offer (Church, Frost, and Sullivan 2000; Lucas 2004a; Stanley and Lucas 2008; Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009; Ureta 2008). In short, social exclusion theory sees variations in poverty and social
vulnerability as the product of variations in accessibility – specifically, people’s ability to access life-enhancing opportunities (Lucas 2012; Madanipour 1998). The quality and reliability of transportation options has direct implications for access, and subsequently, social exclusion-related outcomes. As such, transportation has been the focus of much research that has engaged social exclusion theory and investigated ways to overcome barriers to broader social inclusion (Church et al. 2000; Clifton and Lucas 2004; Lucas 2004b, 2012; Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009; Ureta 2008).

Although the concept of social exclusion has been engaged abroad, little social science research in the United States has approached issues of transportation and equity from this standpoint (Silver and Miller 2003). This is a significant oversight because transportation policymakers and stakeholders struggle to substantively engage issues of accessibility and social equity. As much as transportation is an input that dictates not just the daily round but land use and other features of the urban environment, it is itself a product of decisions and values held by policymakers, urban planners, and other high-ranking bureaucrats. Transportation is a modifiable public service, one whose shape, quality, maintenance, as well as associated outcomes are the responsibility of people tasked with administering them. Social exclusion theory recognizes that transportation administrators and agencies must be held accountable and identified as factors in their own right in analyses that engage transportation-related outcomes (Lucas 2012). Acknowledging this fact presents an opportunity for policymakers and other administrators to be conscious of the significant impact their decisions have on entire groups of people and enact policies and planning practices that promote equity in access to life-enhancing opportunities.

Issues of social exclusion and the role of transportation policy in overcoming them are particularly relevant in the realm of public mass transit planning. Public transit is an essential resource in cities – a recent president of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce observed “If our transit system were to suddenly stop, our metropolitan transportation operation would grind to a halt. This would make it impossible for employees to get to work and for businesses to receive and ship goods. The metropolitan economy would eventually grind to a halt as well” (The National Business Coalition for Rapid Transit 2003). For many people, public transportation service is a lifeline; it is their primary or only means of
getting around (Pisarski 2006; Pucher and Renne 2003; Puentes and Tomer 2011). Public transit service is disproportionately relied upon by social groups commonly considered to be the most disadvantaged, including communities of color, low-income households, and the foreign-born (Blumenberg and Ong 2001; Garrett and Taylor 1999; Polzin and Chu 2005; Sanchez, Stolz, and Ma 2003). These social groups are also those considered most at risk for social exclusion. Public transit service thus plays a key role in the lives of many members of the most marginalized communities and is often quite literally their only vehicle for accessing those destinations that offer robust opportunities for individual and social advancement and for overcoming social exclusion.

Despite the significance of transportation generally, and public transit specifically to the life experiences of socially vulnerable populations at risk for exclusion, little sociological research based in the United States directly engages these issues. This is not to say that issues of social equity and well-being with respect to transportation or public transit service have not been discussed by social scientists of other disciplines (Garrett and Taylor 1999; Grengs 2005; Handy and Niemeier 1997; van Wee and Geurs 2011; Welch 2013). However, a sociological lens offers a robust perspective for responding to and clarifying the many questions that remain. For example, only a handful of analyses have sought to establish macro-level trends with respect to variations in transit access. This neglect renders the extent of issues of access and exclusion unknown, so it has been difficult to assess the degree to which accessibility is a problem or for whom. Further, studies that have quantified and evaluated variations in race or class-based transportation or destination accessibility outcomes often fail to probe the sources of these variations, which, as social exclusion theory suggests, are often found within those institutions responsible for service in the first place. In fact, one of the most significant limitations of U.S. destination accessibility research in general has to do with the overall neglect of the very role of institutions in shaping transportation outcomes, good or bad. From a methodological standpoint, there has also been almost no qualitative analysis in critical transportation or destination accessibility research to date. This has meant that academic findings of transportation outcomes often lack context: not only is there a limited understanding of the tangible impacts of poor-quality transit service, but research thus far has not
accounted for the role of informal policies that shape transit service agency decisions and planning priorities.

A sociological perspective can fill in this gap as well as clarify the utility of transportation as a necessary resource for overcoming social exclusion. Establishing the significance of transportation in shaping trends of broad-scale social outcomes is necessary for ensuring that infrastructure and services are not only well planned and executed, but done so equitably. A sociological perspective draws connections between the way that urban public services are planned and delivered, and the social outcomes experienced by users. Given sociology’s emphasis on macro-level social outcomes and the significance of race and class as well as large social institutions for dictating life experiences, sociological inquiry is well-prepared to contribute to research and analysis related to public transportation and social exclusion.

This dissertation project is comprised of three empirical research articles that respond to oversights in existing research to address issues of transportation equity. While consistently maintaining a sociological perspective focused on outcomes and equity, these analyses draw on the contributions and findings across several social science disciplines and approaches. This approach is in step with the modern sociological tradition of interdisciplinary and mixed-methods analysis, and is here extended to serve as the foundation of a robust analysis that broadens our understanding about how issues of accessibility and social exclusion manifest in the context of U.S. public transportation services. While the three analyses engage three different research questions, each with their own theoretical foundation, hypotheses, and methodological technique, there is an overarching question that guides my analysis: how useful is public transportation service when it comes to actually meeting people’s accessibility needs, and in what ways does the institution of public transit affect these accessibility outcomes?

**Paper 1: “You Can’t Get There If You Can’t Get There: Trends in Transit-Based Access to Destinations”**

The first article in this dissertation is a macro-level analysis that looks into the variations between social groups with respect to their ability to access destinations of opportunity via public transit service.
In asking how transit-based destination access changes between different populations, this research establishes trends related to social exclusion and associated variations in the utility of public transit for meeting people’s daily needs and overcoming barriers to social participation. The study seeks to contribute to the small but growing body of literature that directly assesses race and class-based patterns in transit-based destination access, and the even smaller share of studies that look at more than a handful of cities at a time. This analysis introduces a GIS-based methodological approach for evaluating destination accessibility across several cities simultaneously in order to a) compare and contrast trends and b) understand broad spatial and social patterns of transit access. Specifically, this research describes neighborhood-level variations in the degree of access provided to destinations of recreational, employment, and educational opportunities by public transit in 12 U.S. cities. Block-group level data retrieved from the American Community Survey indicates the socio-demographic composition of these neighborhoods, and social trends with respect to transit access are thus established.

The results of this analysis confirm and extend previous research that has found trends in public transportation service to be inequitable but unpatterned across race, class, and other social factors. Differences between social groups do exist, but which group is being favored varies. This research shows much divergence within cities with respect to who is advantaged with respect to transit-based destination access. In some cities, block groups with high shares of low-income households and/or households of color have a transit advantage. In other cities, the opposite is true. In many cases, findings show the relationship between concentrations of social groups and transit outcomes are nonlinear. This research also demonstrates that there is much variation across cities in the degree to which the socioeconomic characteristics predict the degree of transit-based access provided within block groups. Although 9 of 12 regression models predicting local accessibility outcomes have R² scores above .36, the predictive power of these models across cities ranges from .0024 to .5829. However, results of correlation and regression analysis do show some consistency across cities and destination types. The major finding of this study concerns the clear and almost universal advantage on behalf of block groups with high shares of zero-vehicle households and to a lesser extent, renters. This pattern holds up across all correlation analyses in
the aggregate and within individual cities, thus establishing a national trend that had until now gone unobserved.

These findings suggest that while the relationship between transit and social status is contextual and highly localized, households without vehicles are uniquely well positioned – either by intention or design – to take advantage of a city’s transit network. However, the equity narrative associated with these results becomes complicated when controlling for income and race. Zero-vehicle households are increasingly high-income and white, especially in cities like San Francisco and Washington, D.C.; regression results show a positive relationship between accessibility and zero-vehicle households but also with respect to shares of high-income and white households. Despite the lack of evidence showing systematic bias against low-income or communities of color, it is critical to point out the significance of public transit to the lives of the most vulnerable and to recommend that the equitable distribution of high-quality transit access should be a priority for transit planner and policymakers in all transit agencies across the U.S.

**Paper 2: “What’s Driving Transit Service? Investigating the Organizational Elements of Transit Agencies that Impact Destination Accessibility Outcomes”**

While variations in transit-based destination accessibility outcomes have been established, investigation into the sources for these variations has largely been neglected. This oversight is significant, because in order to effectively respond to and rectify existing inequities in transit service, stakeholders must understand what causes them in the first place. Existing research that spans several theoretical perspectives and disciplinary approaches has sought to clarify the causes for variations in the distribution and quality of public resources and social services, but has not yet engaged public transit service as a specific site of inquiry. The second article fills these analytical gaps by drawing on the knowledge gained through existing research to investigate the sources of variation in transit-based destination access. The analysis seeks to emphasize the significance of transit agencies and their policies for shaping accessibility outcomes by determining and quantifying their impact. Additionally, this work is an effort to understand
if and how these transit policies may differentially affect the accessibility outcomes of different social groups.

In this paper, I draw on several theoretical perspectives that offer diverse views on which structural elements of public agencies might affect social outcomes. Specifically, these elements include the organizational structure of public agencies, the degree of public participation that agencies formally incorporate, the service delivery standards that agencies rely on to design and execute transit services, and the funding priorities that dictate investment in resources. Using accessibility scores generated in Paper 1 and local data that reflects each of the administrative elements described above, I develop a hierarchical linear regression model to evaluate the relative influence of each element on destination accessibility outcomes in 12 U.S. cities. A sub-regression that limits the analysis to just those households most at risk for transit dependency estimates the differential impact these elements have on various social groups, allowing for comparison with the larger model that estimates overall impacts.

The findings of this analysis demonstrate that transit agencies and the way they organize themselves do wield significant influence over the degree of accessibility enjoyed by riders. Some of these elements matter more than others. For example, the degree of public participation and input recognized by public transit agencies is positively associated with advantageous accessibility outcomes, while funding structures have a more complex impact on accessibility outcomes than the literature suggests. Indicators that reflect priorities established in the short-term demonstrate the opposite impact of long-term funding indicators, suggesting that the influence of agency investment on accessibility outcomes does not truly manifest itself for several years. When broken down by destination type, there is a significant difference in the impact of organizational elements between work and non-work destinations. While many of these elements matter significantly for non-work access, the only factors that were found to significantly influence employment access were service delivery characteristics. Finally, the impact of these elements was also different for the overall population relative to transit-dependent portions of city populations. The effects of public participation in particular is more impactful for those living in neighborhoods with high shares of transit disadvantaged populations (as demonstrated by a higher
regression coefficient) and are also significant across both work and non-work destinations. This means that the configuration of agency-level elements is not only meaningful at a macro-level, but is particularly meaningful in determining the outcomes of those who most rely on transit service.

**Paper 3: “Accessibility and Social Exclusion in Local Public Transportation Agencies”**

After establishing the significance of a transit agency’s organizational constitution for shaping outcomes related to transit-based destination access, the final article in this dissertation investigates whether or not accessibility-based planning practices actually matter for accessibility-based outcomes. Accessibility-based planning approaches are believed to hold much promise and potential for directly addressing issues of accessibility and promoting high quality, destination-rich transit service that is also equitably distributed. However, whether or not accessibility-based planning practices actually engender or promote high-accessibility outcomes is unknown. This paper looks at patterns of accessibility across agencies that either incorporate accessibility-based planning protocols or retain a traditional and pure mobility-oriented perspective.

In response to the lack of clarity surrounding the engagement of accessibility among applied transportation practices, this analysis first qualitatively evaluates the service delivery plans and guidelines established by nine U.S. public transit agencies. Using a rubric to discern evidence of an accessibility-based planning orientation, I empirically assess the presence of accessibility-based planning practices and evaluate the extent to which public transit agencies are incorporating accessibility in their goals, service standards, and evaluation metrics. Agencies are determined to be one of two types: either they maintain a traditional mobility-based orientation that prioritizes the movement of vehicles through a network, or they move beyond this singular focus and incorporate accessibility-based planning guidelines and evaluation metrics. Second, I investigate the degree to which the incorporation of accessibility-based planning techniques impact accessibility outcomes. I use a binary ‘orientation’ category reflecting whether or not each city’s transit agency has adopted any accessibility-based goals, guidelines, or evaluation metrics to evaluate accessibility patterns by city. Not only do I rely on descriptive statistics, but I also apply a binary
variable reflecting each planning orientation to a multivariate regression model estimating accessibility outcomes. This additional analysis allows a more thorough understanding of the tangible impact of accessibility planning practices on riders’ experiences.

Results of this work show that while many agencies are failing to incorporate accessibility-based planning practices into the way they routinely design and execute transit services, over half of the agencies in this study do show evidence of engagement with issues of accessibility and transit equity. However, this oversight does not seem to matter much with respect to outcomes. The evaluation of accessibility scores across cities that do engage accessibility planning and those that do not reveal few variations in outcome, meaning that there is no clear trend indicating that people living in cities with accessibility-conscious public transportation agencies have better accessibility-based outcomes. In fact, on average, accessibility scores are higher in ‘mobility’ cities, and results of the regression analysis indicate that the presence of an accessibility orientation has a negative influence. While this finding calls into question the actual utility of accessibility-based planning protocols for people’s ability to reach places of social significance, it is also possible that the effects of these policies have not fully manifested in improved destination access.

Conclusion: Scholarly Contributions and Directions for Future Research

These three analyses make significant contributions to both sociological and urban transportation planning research. First, the analysis used in this dissertation employs an innovative but highly replicable approach to developing a reliable and robust local indicator of transit-based accessibility outcomes. This indicator demonstrates that there are macro-level, observable differences in people’s ability to use public transportation to access the places they need or want to go. Second, this analysis has extends the use of accessibility scores to probe the unexplored agency-level organizational drivers that contribute to variations in accessibility outcomes. This research establishes that particular elements of an agency’s organizational structure do in fact impact the utility of transit to particular destinations in ways that are both straightforward and complex, both across cities and between social groups. Finally, this work
demonstrates that although transportation-based planning initiatives are currently incorporated in transit agency planning standards and guidelines, the impact of this approach is limited. Collectively, results across the three studies provide solid evidence that the physical outcomes of transit systems are connected to institutional conditions in transit agencies, and that the various organizational and cultural elements affecting these institutions do have the potential to change conditions with respect to social exclusion and mobility.

One of the goals of this research project has been to introduce distinct but complementary bodies of literature and research to each other. Throughout these three papers, I have drawn on perspectives that find their home in different social science disciplines – sociology, urban planning, political science, environmental science, and others. These perspectives engage a variety of research approaches, stemming from advanced spatial modeling to qualitative document review. Each contributes frameworks of analyses that help academics and practitioners alike understand the full context and consequence of transportation service and its role in the lives of its users. In short, this work has illustrated the true utility of bringing in a social systems lens is to engender a more interdisciplinary and mixed-methods approach to the field of transportation analysis. But this dissertation also establishes transportation as a significant and relevant field of study for sociologists and other urban social scientists. Urban sociology must recognize that transportation is a major factor that dictates a plethora of outcomes, and must engage transportation as a focal point, both in its own right as well as an element of topical research that engages other social issues. For example, work that probes the causes and consequences of urban poverty should understand the role that transportation plays in helping or obstructing people from accessing employment and other opportunities for mobility. Research that investigates affordable housing should also consider the costs of transportation to places like work, school, and other sites that people regularly travel. Analysis that is concerned with public health would similarly be enhanced by accounting for the convenience of health care and the associated burdens of transportation to doctors and medical centers. The significance of transportation in shaping people’s daily lives cannot and should not be ignored, and must be acknowledged more readily as a determining factor for a multitude of social outcomes.
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“You Can’t Get There If You Can’t Get There: Trends in Transit-Based Access to Destinations”

“The problem of modern urban transportation is not congestion or speed, but access.”
(Schaeffer and Sclar 1980:171)

Introduction

Close proximity to the opportunities associated with urban life, with its rich fabric of social, cultural, recreational, and educational resources, is one of the most compelling reasons to live in a city. But there is a growing sense among researchers and advocates alike that one of the most, if not the most, pressing issue of equity in urban communities concerns access to destinations. Issues of access are largely functions of transportation systems and networks, but planners and engineers often approach transportation challenges from the perspective of vehicles moving through a network rather than people going to places (Walker 2008, 2011). Marginalized and vulnerable populations tend to depend on transit at greater rates than the general public (Doyle and Taylor 2000; Garrett and Taylor 1999; Glaeser, Kahn, and Rappaport 2008; Polzin, Chu, and Rey 2000; Pucher, Evans, and Wenger 1998; Pucher and Renne 2003), rendering the role of transit in providing access to destinations of opportunity a particularly relevant issue. However, only recently have some transit agencies begun to include metrics that measure accessibility as a performance indicator (Handy 2005, 2008). Despite increased attention within transit agencies to address the distribution of accessibility, substantive analysis of local patterns and trends is largely confined to the academic and research arm of transportation work.

Studies that investigate accessibility patterns by race, class, income, and other socioeconomic and demographic characteristics are fraught with inconsistent and sometimes contradictory findings. Much of the variation in results can be attributed to inconsistencies with regard to methodological approaches and the specific travel parameters under analysis. Also absent from accessibility research are macro-level analyses that attempt to establish patterns at a national scale. This work addresses these gaps by developing an indicator that measures transit-based access to destinations of opportunity at the block group level in 12 cities across the United States. As patterns of accessibility vary across block groups
with different concentrations of various social groups, we can evaluate accessibility trends that indicate social equity within cities, between cities, and across the U.S. Results of this analysis are consistent with previous research in showing evidence of unpatterned inequality by income, race, and Latino status. However, findings also indicate that accessibility is highest in block groups with high concentrations of zero-vehicle households and to a lesser extent, renters.

**Literature Review**

**Defining Accessibility**

While accessibility is associated with countless definitions and applications, the social science and planning literatures tend to use accessibility to describe the relationship between land use patterns and transportation systems (Handy and Niemeier 1997; Krizek 2005). Conceptually, accessibility is similar to mobility, but the two mean different things (El-Geneidy and Levinson 2006; Schaeffer and Sclar 1980). Mobility refers to the base-potential for movement, and is typically measured in terms of the number of miles travelled or the number of trips taken. Accessibility, on the other hand, refers to the destinations that can be reached, or the activities that one can conduct or participate in at a particular destination. It is about connectivity (Krizek 2005; Levinson, Krizek, and Gillen 2005), or “the potential for interaction” (Handy and Niemeier 1997; Hansen 1959; Levinson et al. 2005). The notion that there is a purpose or benefit to travel is consistently emphasized. In short, this analysis understands accessibility as the achievement of an outcome with a purpose, the ability to reach a person, place, or thing that has an opportunity, a benefit, or a gain for a recipient (Miller 2005; Walker 2008).

The relationship between access to opportunity and quality of life undergirds social policy research perspectives on social exclusion. Opportunity exclusion as a barrier to social mobility is not a new concept; many years ago, Wachs and Kumagi (1973) identified physical mobility as a major contributor to inequality in the United States. However, only recently has an academic perspective that includes physical access as an indicator of social well-being and mobility been formalized. In short, social exclusion is a framework for social policy evaluation and research that emphasizes relative deprivation in
people’s ability to fully participate in social and civic life (Church, Frost, and Sullivan 2000; Lucas 2004; Stanley and Lucas 2008; Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009) and refers to people’s ability to access life-enhancing opportunities (Lucas 2012). One novel rewrite of the concept is in terms of people’s relative ‘accessibility deficits’, evoking the penalty associated with the lack of access to a resource. These penalties have been found to “lock… people of color and low income people out of activities that support a reasonable quality of life” (Clifton and Lucas 2004:15). Unfortunately, most applications of the so-called social exclusion framework to transportation issues are limited to analyses in the UK (Silver and Miller 2003; Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009).

An important dimension of social exclusion involves transportation. Transportation is the means by which people access activities and opportunities, and participate in social life: transportation facilitates social inclusion (Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009). However in many cases, transportation itself may be a barrier to civic and social participation. People may not have access to adequate transportation to begin with, or the transportation that they are able to use may be of poor quality or is highly inconvenient (Hine and Mitchell 2001). Those who are at the greatest risk for social exclusion, including those who are unemployed, earn low incomes, display low political participation, and have limited social supports have been found to travel the least (Stanley et al. 2010).

Transportation planning has traditionally been the domain of engineers who think in terms of “improving operating conditions for vehicles” (Lucas 2004:11) rather than the utility of transportation for people who want or need to go places (Hine and Mitchell 2001; Whitelegg 1997). Several analyses of regional transportation plans show evidence that little attention has historically been paid to issues of accessibility (Cervero 1997; Cervero, Rood, and Appleyard 1999; Grengs 2010), although some have suggested that this has started to change in recent years (Handy 2005; Levine et al. 2012). The reasons that accessibility metrics may have begun to be incorporated as performance indicators is unclear; so are the tangible impacts on the distribution of services or the effects on accessibility in cities where this change has occurred. However, social disparities in transportation infrastructure, specifically the quality
and availability of public transit among vulnerable populations, have been a concern of environmental justice advocates for years (Bullard 2003; Bullard and Johnson 1997).

Social Trends in Access to Destinations

Although destination accessibility is understood to be a function of land use and transportation patterns, historical patterns of discrimination and segregation complicate the distribution of people across cities and regions (Squires and Kubrin 2005). Recognizing this draws attention to the need to investigate accessibility patterns by race and class (Horner and Mefford 2005). Although a topic of increasing academic and practical relevance, scholarly analysis that disaggregates measures of access to destinations by race and class are limited (Grengs 2014, 2015).

Results of this body of research show great variation in the number, density, and type of places that are most accessible to different social groups across all modes of travel. Much of this work focuses on access to employment (Grengs 2009; Horner and Mefford 2005; Krizek 2005), but there is a growing body of research that focuses on non-work destinations – particularly supermarkets. Regardless of destination type, findings are mixed. In some studies, results show that those population groups identified as disadvantaged have the worst proximity or access to destinations (Cervero et al. 1999; Grengs 2001, 2010; Helling and Sawicki 2003; Hess 2005; Horner and Mefford 2005). However, in other studies, social groups identified as being socially disadvantaged – commonly low-income and communities of color – are found to have the most improved or best degree of access (Foth, Manaugh, and El-Geneidy 2013; Grengs 2004, 2009, 2015; Helling 1998; Jiao et al. 2012; Larsen and Gilliland 2008; McKenzie 2013a; Páez et al. 2013; Scott and Horner 2008; Shen 1998, 2001). The most consistent outcome in these studies has been that low-income and minority households or neighborhoods have the worst access to supermarkets (Grengs 2001, 2009, 2015). The exceptions are McKenzie (2013), who found that African-American and low-income households had the most favorable access to supermarkets via transit, and Larsen and Gilliland (2008), who found that low-income households have better supermarket access than middle-class households.
Thus, the body of destination accessibility literature shows evidence of what researchers have called ‘unpatterned inequality’ (Cingranelli 1981; Mladenka 1980; Mladenka and Hill 1977; Talen 2001). While social outcomes are not socially equitable, they do not follow any clear patterns in terms of variation in access. This has been shown to be the case with respect to both the overall body of accessibility literature as well as the outcome of individual studies. For example, Talen (2001) found no clear relationship between the distance between households of varying socioeconomic status and local schools across three counties in West Virginia. Similarly, in a comparative analysis of 25 cities, Grengs (2015) finds patterns of job accessibility by race and income across travel modes that are unique to each city but show no clear trends overall.

Because of the variety in options when it comes to travel mode and the limited number of cities that offer robust transit service, most accessibility research looks at trends across all modes of travel, inclusive of private vehicles and mass transit. But the distribution of accessibility as provided by local public transit systems specifically is an intuitive indicator of social equity. Public transit is a travel mode disproportionately relied upon by low-income households, households of color, and other socially disadvantaged groups (Doyle and Taylor 2000; Garrett and Taylor 1999; Glaeser et al. 2008; Polzin et al. 2000; Pucher et al. 1998; Pucher and Renne 2003). Although much of the U.S. transportation network is oriented towards private vehicles, not everyone has access to one. Most zero-vehicle households in the United States are low-income, minority, Hispanic, immigrant, and renters (Puentes and Tomer 2011), and the majority of welfare recipients do not own a car (although are known to rely on other private vehicles for transportation) (Blumenberg and Ong 1998). Thus, differences in accessibility by public transit are important to gauge for two reasons: 1) public transit is a public resource, whose benefits are intended to be equitably distributed among social groups, and 2) for many members of disadvantaged social groups, public transit is their primary or only means for accessing destinations of opportunity that promote social mobility and inclusion.

Race and class differences in access via public transit continue to show variation that obfuscates any conclusive patterns. Horner and Mefford (2005) found that black workers were at a disadvantage in
terms of bus-based access to jobs in Austin, TX. However, Foth, et al (2013) found that low-income, unemployed, immigrant, and housing-burdened populations had better transit access to jobs in Toronto between 1996 and 2006. Grengs (2004) similarly found that poor, transit-dependent neighborhoods in Buffalo and Rochester had the best and most improved transit-based access to work between 1990 and 1997. Looking at supermarket access, Grengs (2001) found that black and low-income residents of Syracuse, New York had the worst relative access via each city’s public bus network, but McKenzie (2013) and Larsen and Gilliand (2008) found that disadvantaged neighborhoods were among those with the best transit access to supermarkets in Portland, Oregon and London, Ontario, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the results of these findings.

**Table 1: Summary Findings of Comparative Transit-Based Access to Destination Research**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horner and Mefford (2005)</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>jobs</td>
<td>black workers have poor access to jobs via bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foth et al (2013)</td>
<td>Toronto, ON</td>
<td>jobs</td>
<td>low-income, unemployed, immigrants have best access to jobs via bus and subway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grengs (2004)</td>
<td>Rochester and Buffalo, NY</td>
<td>jobs</td>
<td>poor neighborhoods have best access to jobs via bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grengs (2001)</td>
<td>Syracuse, NY</td>
<td>supermarkets</td>
<td>black, low-income residents have poor access to supermarkets via bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie (2014)</td>
<td>Portland, OR</td>
<td>supermarkets</td>
<td>high-poverty neighborhoods have best access to supermarkets via bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen and Gilliand (2008)</td>
<td>London, ON</td>
<td>supermarkets</td>
<td>low income neighborhoods have best access to supermarkets via bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie (2013b)</td>
<td>Portland, OR</td>
<td>bus service</td>
<td>black, Latino neighborhoods have poor access to bus service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells and Thill (2012)</td>
<td>Asheville and Charlotte, NC; Mobile, AL; Richmond, VA</td>
<td>bus service</td>
<td>nonwhite neighborhoods have poor access to transit; transit dependent neighborhoods have good access to bus service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Developing Trends in Research**

Despite the variation in outcomes, the existing body of accessibility research is rife with important contributions and insights into what shapes people’s ability to get places and how access to destinations is distributed at local levels. At the same time, the accessibility research agenda has been limited by a number of factors. Much of the variation in findings is derived from variations in
methodological approach. The works that comprise this research body tend to be narrowly focused on one city at a time, looking at one type of destination or one mode of transportation and incorporating unique or locally-specific travel parameters that vary city-by-city (Grengs 2014). The lack of consistency in the literature from a methodological standpoint renders comparisons between studies and cities impossible. As a result, we are left without a clear understanding of accessibility trends in the aggregate or even how patterns of transit-based destination accessibility differs between cities.

On top of the relative neglect of studies that focus on transit specifically, accessibility research has also tended to focus nearly exclusively on access to work destinations (Grengs 2009; Krizek 2005). While more recent analysis has focused on access to non-work destinations like supermarkets and social service centers, no published research to date has looked at access to work and non-work destinations simultaneously. When analysis focuses on one type of destination at the exclusion of another, we impose a significant limitation on the conclusions we can come to about people’s overall degree of access. Looking at work and non-work destinations at the same time allows us to gauge the tangible degree to which transit systems are able to meet their most dependent users’ needs.

This study seeks to fill in the analytical gaps by comparing transit-based access to both work and non-work destinations by selected demographic characteristics in 12 cities across the United States. The relationship between accessibility and demographic characteristics of block groups is investigated through a series of correlation and regression analyses that incorporate a local indicator of accessibility, calculated with the use of point location information and real-time transit feed data.

Data & Methods

Of increasing significance to destination accessibility research is the growing availability of spatial datasets that are local, reliable, provided publicly, and offered free of charge. Spatial data is often robust in scope and extent, and is flexible in that it can take an aggregated form as sets of summary statistics, or reflect specific point-location data, such as the location of schools, hospitals, libraries, or other landmarks. Point-location data allows us to be specific with questions about space and access,
without having to rely on either modeled data or make assumptions about travel behavior. With spatial data, researchers know where things are and can reliably estimate how long it takes to get there from any given origin point. This data allows for accessibility analyses to integrate real-world time and distance measures with continuously updated information about actual destinations. While the strengths of spatial data are only beginning to be realized outside of the geography and urban planning disciplines, there is still much versatility with the data as currently offered.

Taking advantage of the availability of actual point location data and tools that allow real-time transit measurement access, this study develops a cumulative opportunity index, a simplified version of a gravity model\(^1\) that counts the number of destinations accessible given specific starting points and travel thresholds like travel time or distance. While not as prolific as the gravity model, the cumulative opportunity index is a reliable and intuitive accessibility indicator that has been used to evaluate access to jobs and other places (Helling and Sawicki 2003; Horner and Mefford 2005; Jiao et al. 2012; Scott and Horner 2008). The utility of the cumulative opportunity approach is that it is intuitive and easy to understand. Because less data manipulation and modeling is involved, the cumulative measure is a straightforward means to estimating differences in proximity and access\(^2\).

---

\(^1\) See Grengs (2009), Krizek (2005).

\(^2\) Most of the above-mentioned studies rely on gravity models to develop accessibility indicators at granular geographic levels like traffic analysis zones (TAZ) or Census block groups. The design, use, and interpretation of gravity models is well-discussed in the accessibility literature (Cervero et al. 1999; Grengs 2009; Krizek 2005; Miller 2005), and the reliance of researchers on the gravity model as means to evaluate accessibility is well-documented (Handy and Niemeier 1997; Kwan 1998). Although prolific in the accessibility literature, the gravity model is premised on assumptions that are not always valid. Gravity models estimate accessibility based on two factors associated with travel: the attractiveness of a particular destination, and the costs of traveling from an origin point to that particular destination. But the model is premised on the notion that the influence of destination attractiveness and costs are uniform throughout a population or population segment. Attractiveness is often instrumented using quantifiable characteristics about destinations, such as the number of employees or the volume of retail or commercial sales. The cost of travel is usually based on time or distance, and assumes that everyone is willing to travel the same time or distance to get to a variety of different places. In short, the gravity model assumes that everyone is uniformly more or less willing to travel given certain incentives or disincentives. Another limitation of the gravity model involves the use of the actual data required for its use. The calculation of the impedance function, or the modeled costs incurred given travel to a specific destination, involves collecting modeled trip data calculated through travel demand models. This data is usually made available by local governments or planning agencies (Grengs 2009), but the data itself is sophisticated in nature and tends to be inaccessible to applied researchers who are not specialists in transportation planning or advanced statistics.
The transit-based accessibility score is calculated at the block group level in 12 major cities in the United States. These cities – Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington DC – have large populations and are the central cities of each respective region, but offer a mixture of transit options. Some cities (Miami, Pittsburgh, San Diego) are bus-only, while others have robust or growing light-rail systems (Seattle, Denver). Others offer heavy rail (Boston, Baltimore, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Washington, DC). While reflecting the diversity of transit options available to residents of different cities across the country, the study encompasses cities of varying sizes, demographics, and land use orientations. Regardless of geography, public transit’s mission is the same across space, and this study in part evaluates the ability of transit agencies in different regions to be successful in terms of service provision.

The project’s methodological framework involves three stages, described in more detail next. The first stage visualizes accessibility to non-work locations through the generation of coverage polygons or ‘transit sheds’ that represent total accessible land given origin points. Phase two is ‘accessibility metrification’ (a phrase borrowed from Farber, Morang, and Widener 2014), where each city block group’s non-work accessibility score is aggregated, standardized, and joined with a standardized transit-based jobs per capita accessibility score. In phase three, block-group level accessibility scores are joined to socio-demographic data. Data sources for each phase are included in a more detailed description of the methodological approach that follows.

Transit Shed Generation

From any given starting point, there is only so much geographic space that a person can access in a given period of time. If we use the example of 1135 Tremont Street in Boston, a pedestrian, walking at an average pace and not delayed by any obstacles or impedances, can go about one mile in any direction. From this starting point, the resulting coverage area, meaning the total reachable area given the travel time parameters of ‘30 minutes’, ‘walking’, ‘3.1 miles per hour’, and ‘1135 Tremont Street’, is roughly

---

3 Access to work destinations is calculated separately due to data limitations.
four square miles. To measure transit-based accessibility, I first determine and generate coverage areas or ‘transit sheds’ that correspond to the total accessible land given the centroid of each block group as the starting points. The transit sheds are visualized through the generation of service area polygons in ArcGIS 10.3.

Transit shed polygons are generated using a networked spatial dataset and the Network Analyst Service Area Analysis tool available in ArcGIS 10.3. A networked spatial dataset calculates travel time, speed, or coverage over geographical spaces according to fixed routes or other inputs. In this case, I have calculated coverage based on real-time transit data with the assistance of the ‘Add GTFS to a Network Dataset’ suite of geospatial processing tools. These tools draw on real-time transit schedule information that is publicly provided by most major transit agencies (see http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com) and street centerline data to integrate public transit route and schedule information into a spatial analysis. The integration of transit data allows GIS users to estimate coverage areas according to real-world scenarios that determine travel behaviors and outcomes4.

Accessibility Metrification

Once the polygons are generated, pre-selected non-work destinations of opportunity are located and visualized in tandem with the transit sheds; these destinations include recreational (open spaces and youth or community centers) and educational opportunities (primary schools, secondary schools, higher education institutions, libraries). After this destination data is added to the maps that visualize coverage polygons, a ‘spatial join’ counts the number of locations of a given type within each polygon. These

---

4 Building a transit-based network dataset requires defining several travel parameters. Transit users are also pedestrians in that they generally walk to a transit stop and then from a transit stop to a desired destination (Walker 2011). I assume a walk speed of approximately 3.1 miles per hour, the average walking pace. Admittedly somewhat generous and giving the benefit to transit systems, I have allowed 5 minutes for the entire process of transitioning between streets, transit lines, and boarding transit vehicles. Generating polygons based on GTFS data is optimized when users select a specific time and day for analysis. I have chosen 8:00 am on a Tuesday because previous work that also uses the GTFS tool uses this time and day (Farber et al. 2014; Ma and Jan-Knapp 2014), and because this represents a typical weekday near peak operating and service hours, and thus calculates coverage according to the maximum degree of accessibility provided by the system. Again, this is giving a benefit to the transit system, in that it allows accessibility calculations based on peak service. Finally, the generated transit sheds are based on 35 minutes of total travel time, inclusive of the 5 minutes allotted to accessing transit vehicles.
locations represent the specific destinations that are accessible via transit from the centroid of each block group.

Rather than the raw count of destinations, this study is interested in the relative share of destinations accessible to one block group compared to another. After the number of accessible destinations of each type is counted for every block group, the destination ratio (the number of destinations accessible by block group out of the total number of destinations) for each type is calculated at the block group level. For example, if just one library out of 10 total libraries in a city is accessible via transit from Block Group A, Block Group A’s library accessibility ratio is .1. Non-work destination accessibility ratios are then aggregated across destination types, resulting in a cumulative non-work accessibility score at the block group level. The accessibility score is calculated for all block groups that fall within a city’s boundary within each of the 12 cities.

Measuring access to job opportunities is more complicated because of the unavailability of public and reliable point location data on job sites and locations. The Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Smart Location Database is a downloadable spatial geodatabase with broad U.S. coverage that includes data on 1) the number of working-age residents and 2) the number of jobs accessible within 45 minutes of transit travel time at the block group level. A simple transit-accessible jobs per capita ratio was constructed from this dataset at the block group level.

Both non-work and job accessibility scores are standardized at the city level by indexing each block group’s respective non-work and work accessibility score to the highest respective accessibility scores of each type. The ‘most accessible’ block group in a city for each destination type, then, has an accessibility score of 1. This is done for purposes of comparison. Cities differ in terms of resources: not every city has the same amount of population or land, and cities of different sizes have different numbers of parks, schools, and libraries. This affects the calculation of raw scores; for example, a block group in a small city with access to one of two urban libraries has a higher raw library accessibility ratio than a block group in a large city with access to five out of twenty libraries. Standardizing accessibility scores locally transforms the metric into a comparable indicator of relative transit-based accessibility that respects each
city’s unique volume of resources. Additionally, we cannot say that any given accessibility score is ‘good’ or ‘high’ in absolute terms. Rather, higher accessibility scores reflect more access, and lower scores reflect less. The data does not suggest that the block group with the highest accessibility score in the dataset is well-served by transit; rather, higher scores reflect more accessible rather than less accessible (and again, this is only relative to each city).

Within each city, block-group level work and non-work accessibility scores are standardized separately to reflect differences in construction of the work and non-work scores. To gauge the global degree of access inclusive of work and non-work locations, these standardized accessibility scores are then aggregated into an overall transit-based accessibility score\(^5\). The overall score thus represents the relative share of recreational, educational, and job opportunities accessible via transit from a block group in a given city.

**Socio-Demographic Variables**

The U.S. Census has made available spatial datasets based on American Community Survey (ACS) data that disaggregate social and demographic characteristics of residents and households to the block group level. Joining this data with block-group level accessibility scores allows for an analysis of accessibility patterns by race, income, and other social characteristics. Running this analysis on several cities simultaneously using the same accessibility indicator allows analysis on patterns both within cities and also between cities. Owing to this consistency, we can then see how cities compare to each other in terms of the degree of access provided by population segment. Identifying block groups in this way allows for stratification of accessibility scores across social groups, and for an opportunity to gauge the social distribution of transit accessibility across cities.

Although a household’s transit dependency is officially defined according to whether or not a household’s members own any vehicles, other urban population segments found to heavily rely on public transit for transportation are often included in accessibility analyses. As we are approaching accessibility

\(^5\) Given that the score is an aggregate of standardized scores, there is no need for further standardization.
through a lens of social exclusion and transit dependency, this analysis is particularly interested in accessibility patterns among block groups with varying shares of nonwhite, Hispanic, renter, and zero-vehicle households. This study also analyzes accessibility variations across income groups; block groups are organized by quartile into groups based on median household income. The share of each population segment within each block group is captured from 2013 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year data.

Results

Armed with a dataset that includes measures of transit-based access to destinations as well as social characteristics at the block group level, we can begin to understand how accessibility differs across social groups. Due to space restrictions, the summary data visualized in Charts 1-6 reflect accessibility patterns in the overall dataset. Although patterns do vary by city, the aggregated national dataset that includes information on all 10,919-block groups show variations largely consistent with what we see locally. Charts 1 through 6 visualize mean accessibility scores across four categories of block groups, grouped according to the concentration of households by zero-vehicle, renter, race, and Latino status as well as across income groups. For income, block groups are organized according to quartile.

While the summary-level charts help us understand overall trends in accessibility, correlation coefficients evaluate the statistical strength and direction of the relationship between block-group level accessibility and demographic characteristics. Table 2 lists correlation coefficients by city.
Chart 3: Mean Accessibility by Quartile of Median Household Income

Chart 4: Mean Accessibility by Share of Percent Nonwhite

Chart 5: Mean Accessibility by Share of Percent Latino

Table 2: Correlation Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% ZVHH</th>
<th>% RENT</th>
<th>MEDIAN HH INCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORK</td>
<td>NONWORK</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>0.4051***</td>
<td>0.2573***</td>
<td>.3591***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>0.3325***</td>
<td>0.5946***</td>
<td>.5594***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>0.0443*</td>
<td>-0.0148</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>0.2759***</td>
<td>0.4431***</td>
<td>.4283***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>0.5057***</td>
<td>0.6583***</td>
<td>.6536***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>0.1499**</td>
<td>0.2724***</td>
<td>0.2867***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>0.4789***</td>
<td>0.4543***</td>
<td>.5067***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>0.2921***</td>
<td>0.2895***</td>
<td>0.333***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>0.3477***</td>
<td>0.5372***</td>
<td>0.508***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>0.3442***</td>
<td>0.7812***</td>
<td>.6609***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>0.5366***</td>
<td>0.6227***</td>
<td>.6403***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington DC</td>
<td>0.1299**</td>
<td>0.2491***</td>
<td>0.2294***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Cities</td>
<td>.3027***</td>
<td>.3995***</td>
<td>.4196***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Correlation Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% NONWHITE</th>
<th>% LATINO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORK</td>
<td>NONWORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>0.2265***</td>
<td>0.2067***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1134**</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent Zero Vehicle Households (ZVHH)

There is a clear relationship between concentrations of zero-vehicle households and transit-based access to destinations. The relationship between ZVHH and accessibility is in fact the most defined of any in this analysis: with respect to nearly every city, transit-based access to destinations significantly increases with increasing shares of households without cars. While in Chicago, mean accessibility scores across categories of zero-vehicle concentration appear to decline, the variation in scores is negligible at best.

Correlation coefficients confirm that the relationship between zero vehicle households and transit access is very strong. With regard to overall destination accessibility, correlation coefficients are all strong and range from .23 to .66, with six out of twelve cities having very strong coefficients over .5. The relationship is significant at the .000 level in all cities except Chicago.

Percent Renter

Similar to the pattern seen across concentrations of zero-vehicle households, there is a clear trend in mean accessibility across areas with varying shares of renters. In nearly every city and with respect to both work and non-work locations, accessibility increases with higher concentrations of renter households; this is also the case in the aggregate dataset. The exception is Chicago, where differences in accessibility with regard to renters are negligible.
Correlation results mirror the summary patterns. In all cities except Chicago and Washington, DC, the relationship between the share of renter households and the total accessibility scores of block groups is significant and strong. In Washington, DC, the relationship is significant but weak. In seven out of twelve cities the relationship between renter households and work accessibility is strong, significant, and positive, as is the case with nine out of twelve cities with respect to non-work accessibility. In these cities, the relationship between renters and non-work access is particularly strong, with correlation coefficients ranging from .31 on the low end to .57 at the upper limit.

**Median Household Income**

Negative accessibility patterns across income groups indicate that access is highest in the lowest-income neighborhoods and lowest in the highest-income areas. The trend is consistent in Baltimore, Los Angeles, San Diego, and Seattle. In Washington, DC, the opposite holds true, except in block groups with the highest income earners (although the difference in mean scores between the 75th and 100th quartiles is negligible). In the seven other cities, there is no clear variation in accessibility by income. Correlation coefficients confirm that the relationship between income and access is strong and significant. This is the case in four cities, both across destination types and with respect to aggregate accessibility scores: Baltimore, Los Angeles, San Diego, and Seattle. In San Francisco, the relationship between income and access is strong and negative with respect to non-work destinations alone.

**Percent Nonwhite**

Consistent with previous research, there is not a clear relationship between the share of nonwhite households in a block group and the degree of transit-based access to either job or non-work destinations. In some cities like San Diego, Washington DC, and Seattle, block groups with the highest shares of nonwhite households have low accessibility scores, but they are only slightly different than block groups with the lowest shares of nonwhite households in these cities. The exceptions are Los Angeles and San Francisco: in Los Angeles, the average degree of transit accessibility steadily increases by share of
nonwhite households, while the opposite is true in San Francisco with respect to both work and non-work destinations. Miami also shows higher non-work accessibility to non-work destinations in block groups with larger shares of nonwhite residents.

Correlation coefficients that measure the strength of the relationship between accessibility and nonwhite households confirm the presence of unpatterned inequality. Just five cities have total accessibility scores with significant and strong correlation coefficients – three are positive (Baltimore, Los Angeles, and Miami), and two are negative (San Francisco and Washington, DC). While the relationship between shares of nonwhite households and accessibility is significant in many cities, they are typically not strong in either direction.

Percent Latino

The relationship between accessibility and share of Latino households is similar to that of nonwhite households in that the relationship is unclear. In fact, there is less evidence of distributional patterns than with nonwhite households. Accessibility scores decline with increasing shares of Latino households in Denver, Miami, and Pittsburgh, but they increase in Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, DC. However, in the aggregate - as in most cities - there is no consistent pattern of accessibility, and differences in accessibility scores between block groups with different compositions of Latino households are small.

There a significant and strong relationship between block-group shares of Latino households and access to destinations in four cities: Los Angeles, Miami, San Diego, and Washington, DC. In all cities but Miami the relationship is positive, somewhat surprisingly suggesting that areas in Miami with the highest shares of Latino households have the lowest degree of transit-based access.

Regression Analysis

Accessibility scores can be incorporated into regression models that more accurately describe the relationship between these selected demographic characteristics and access. Regression coefficients describe the influence of variations in demographic characteristics on variations in accessibility scores.
and estimate how variations in the concentration of social groups affect trends in access. In some ways, regression coefficients are more reliable reflections of the relationship between variations in block group demographics and accessibility than correlation coefficients, because including all selected social characteristics in the regression model allows us to control for variations across each of them at once.

Block group-level accessibility is modeled as a function of the percent of nonwhite, Latino, renter, and zero-vehicle households in each block group, as well as median household income\(^6\). Recognizing that access is also a function of the distance between users, destinations, and transit stops, variables that measure residential and employment density in block groups are included as regressors to reflect volume of activity in block groups. Models were run for each city individually as well as for all block groups included in the analysis. The aggregated model includes dummy variables for each city (Baltimore is the reference city). Table 3 presents regression results in a traditional format. Table 4 presents this same table, but is transposed for ease of interpretation.

Table 3: Regression Analysis, Y\(_i\): Total TBATO (Standardized)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baltimore</th>
<th>Boston</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Denver</th>
<th>Los Angeles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent ZVHH</td>
<td>0.2630945***</td>
<td>0.8583831***</td>
<td>-0.0392013</td>
<td>0.7198383***</td>
<td>0.6642457***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Renter</td>
<td>-0.007513</td>
<td>0.0309319</td>
<td>0.0128793</td>
<td>0.0504427</td>
<td>0.1437077***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.000000191</td>
<td>0.000000308***</td>
<td>0.000000387</td>
<td>0.00000143***</td>
<td>0.000000704***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Nonwhite</td>
<td>0.0621064</td>
<td>0.1164845**</td>
<td>0.0098619</td>
<td>-0.0827353</td>
<td>0.2213105***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Latino</td>
<td>-0.4229974***</td>
<td>-0.0096201</td>
<td>0.0005851</td>
<td>0.0351726</td>
<td>0.0449342***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Density</td>
<td>0.0049978***</td>
<td>0.0024139***</td>
<td>0.0003019*</td>
<td>0.0082593***</td>
<td>0.0015224***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Density</td>
<td>0.0007235*</td>
<td>0.0006605*</td>
<td>0.0000187</td>
<td>0.0017606**</td>
<td>0.0013626***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons</td>
<td>0.2221934</td>
<td>-0.1465254</td>
<td>0.2679253</td>
<td>0.0962259</td>
<td>-0.0801175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.4927</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.3626</td>
<td>0.5251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Miami</th>
<th>Pittsburgh</th>
<th>Philadelphia</th>
<th>San Diego</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent ZVHH</td>
<td>0.1566487</td>
<td>0.3277965*</td>
<td>0.5954201***</td>
<td>0.5904678***</td>
<td>0.7788706***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Renter</td>
<td>0.326239***</td>
<td>0.2605131*</td>
<td>0.2028927***</td>
<td>0.2032433***</td>
<td>0.0841792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.00000003</td>
<td>0.00000186*</td>
<td>0.00000289***</td>
<td>-0.000000824**</td>
<td>0.00000139***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Nonwhite</td>
<td>-0.0624866</td>
<td>0.0195249</td>
<td>0.0060151</td>
<td>-0.0690249*</td>
<td>-0.2890079***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Latino</td>
<td>-0.2508743**</td>
<td>1.266875</td>
<td>-0.0274106</td>
<td>0.2459746***</td>
<td>0.2440693***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Density</td>
<td>-0.0005231</td>
<td>0.0111564***</td>
<td>0.0061511***</td>
<td>0.0111629***</td>
<td>0.0014737**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Density</td>
<td>0.0006145**</td>
<td>0.0030876***</td>
<td>0.0007783***</td>
<td>0.0018165**</td>
<td>0.0006343**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) Recognizing the strong relationship between demographic and economic characteristics at the block group level, tests were run gauge the influence of multicollinearity on regression outcomes. Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) were defined for each regression model. VIFs ranged from 1.00 to 2.397, and therefore do not meet the threshold that indicates excessive multicollinearity or biased regression outcomes (Gordon 2010; O’Brien 2007).
Consistent with results of the correlation analysis, there are significant differences between cities with respect to the influence of nonwhite and Latino household concentration and median household income on accessibility scores. In six out of twelve cities (Boston, Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, DC), there are significant differences. This is consistent with the regression analysis presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Regression Analysis, $Y_i$: Total TBATO (Standardized), Transposed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Percent ZVHH</th>
<th>Percent Renter</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Percent Nonwhite</th>
<th>Percent Latino</th>
<th>Residential Density</th>
<th>Employment Density</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>0.2630945***</td>
<td>-0.007513</td>
<td>-0.000000191</td>
<td>0.0621064</td>
<td>0.4229974***</td>
<td>0.0049978***</td>
<td>0.0007235*</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>0.8583831***</td>
<td>0.0309319</td>
<td>0.000000308</td>
<td>0.1164845**</td>
<td>-0.0096201</td>
<td>0.0024139***</td>
<td>0.006605***</td>
<td>0.4927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>-0.0392013</td>
<td>0.0128793</td>
<td>0.0000000387</td>
<td>0.0098619</td>
<td>0.0005851</td>
<td>0.0003019*</td>
<td>0.0000187</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>0.7198383***</td>
<td>0.0504427</td>
<td>0.000000143</td>
<td>-0.0827353</td>
<td>0.0351726</td>
<td>0.0082593***</td>
<td>0.0017606**</td>
<td>0.3626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>0.6642457***</td>
<td>0.1437077***</td>
<td>0.0000000704***</td>
<td>0.2213105***</td>
<td>0.0449342***</td>
<td>0.0015224***</td>
<td>0.0013626***</td>
<td>0.5251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>0.1566487</td>
<td>0.326239***</td>
<td>-0.00000003</td>
<td>-0.0624866</td>
<td>-0.2508743**</td>
<td>-0.0005231</td>
<td>0.0006145**</td>
<td>0.1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phila.</td>
<td>0.5954201***</td>
<td>0.2028927***</td>
<td>0.000000289**</td>
<td>0.0060151</td>
<td>-0.0274106</td>
<td>0.006151***</td>
<td>0.0007783**</td>
<td>0.4683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>0.3277965*</td>
<td>0.2605131*</td>
<td>0.00000186*</td>
<td>0.0195249</td>
<td>1.266875</td>
<td>0.0111564***</td>
<td>0.0030876***</td>
<td>0.3662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>0.5904678***</td>
<td>0.2032433***</td>
<td>-0.000000824***</td>
<td>-0.0690249*</td>
<td>0.2459746***</td>
<td>0.0111629***</td>
<td>0.0018165**</td>
<td>0.4637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>0.7788706***</td>
<td>0.0841792</td>
<td>0.000000139**</td>
<td>-0.2890079***</td>
<td>0.2440693***</td>
<td>0.0014737***</td>
<td>0.0006343***</td>
<td>0.5829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>0.594179***</td>
<td>0.2252501***</td>
<td>0.000000105*</td>
<td>0.1030147*</td>
<td>0.1196896</td>
<td>0.0050629***</td>
<td>0.0009369***</td>
<td>0.5277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDC</td>
<td>0.3962446***</td>
<td>-0.2401892***</td>
<td>-0.000000758</td>
<td>-0.3489639***</td>
<td>0.2814387**</td>
<td>0.0057292***</td>
<td>0.0019657***</td>
<td>0.4467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Cities</td>
<td>0.3742052***</td>
<td>0.1779046***</td>
<td>0.000000466***</td>
<td>0.0084194</td>
<td>0.0600745***</td>
<td>0.0011238***</td>
<td>0.0009126***</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, DC), the share of nonwhite households in a block group is a significant predictor of accessibility, but coefficients vary by direction and strength. The same is true for shares of Latino households, although when the relationship is positive (as it is in San Diego, San Francisco, and Washington DC), the effect is significant. Income is significant in seven out of the twelve models (Boston, Denver, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Seattle); all coefficients are positive but the effects are very small.

Contrary to expectations, the percent of renters in a block group is a significant predictor of accessibility in just seven out of twelve cities (Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Diego, Seattle, and Washington DC). Although the influence is large, in Washington DC the relationship is negative. As we would expect, the percent of zero vehicle households is almost universally significant, with the exception of Chicago and Miami. When significant, the relationship between accessibility and zero vehicle households is strong – regression coefficients across cities range from .26 (Baltimore) to .85 (Boston).

The additional density regressors are also significant predictors of accessibility across most cities, the exceptions again being Miami with respect to residential density and Chicago with respect to employment density. While consistently significant, the influence of the density variables is very small. Across the models, the R² ranges from .0024 to .5829. Clearly, there is significant local variation regarding the predictability of accessibility based on demographic and land use patterns.

Discussion

Given what we know about transit reliance by socially vulnerable households, one hypothesis might have anticipated a strong and positive relationship between access to destinations and the share of nonwhite, Latino, renter, and zero-vehicle households. On the other hand, patterns of residential land use and the high valuation of homes in public transit station areas often render transit access difficult for low-income households. And yet, existing research shows that the most frequent trend with respect to access
by social group is one of unpatterned inequality, where little consistency is found. The results offered by this analysis point to three key findings that in fact confirm this suite of hypotheses.

The first major finding concerns the variation across cities in terms of how much the socioeconomic characteristics of block groups predict the degree of transit-based access provided at the block-group level. There is much variation in the predictive power of the regression model by city: the $R^2$ of the city-specific models range from .0024 to .5829. In some cities like Chicago, Baltimore, and Miami, very little about accessibility differences are explained race, income, tenure, and the other control variables. But in 9 out of 12 cities, the $R^2$ is over .36. This means in these places, that the socio-demographic makeup of a local neighborhood is a good indicator of the level of transit service that is available there.

In addition to the fluctuations in accessibility patterns across cities, the distribution of transit-based access to destinations across social groups greatly varies within cities. In some cities, trends favor block groups with high shares of low-income households and/or households of color. In other cities, the opposite is true. With respect to the concentration of nonwhite populations, regression coefficients are strong and positive for four out of twelve cities, meaning that increases in accessibility scores are positively related to rising concentrations of nonwhite residents, even while controlling for other factors. However, in San Diego, San Francisco, and Washington DC, the coefficients on percent nonwhite are strong but negative. In these cities, the lower accessibility scores in areas with greater nonwhite concentrations may reflect the high degree of racial segregation that define residential housing patterns there, particularly in neighborhoods close to transit stations. For example, a recent Census report found that the share of black workers who lived within a half mile of a transit rail stop in Washington, DC declined nearly ten percent between the 2006-2008 and 2011-2013 ACS data collection periods, while the share of white and high-income earners increased. According to this data, white workers now comprise 56% of all workers in DC neighborhoods with proximate transit rail access (McKenzie 2015).

The widest variation concerns the distribution of transit access by Latino households. In many cities, there appears to be no significant relationship between access and percent Latino following both
correlation and regression analysis. However, in Miami, the relationship surprisingly appears to be
negative. Latinos make up a significant share of the population there, but the rate of Latino
suburbanization is much higher in the Miami-Dade region than in other U.S. Latino enclaves (Martin
2006). Miami also has the highest dissimilarity rates between Cubans – the most populous Latino group
in Miami – and non-Hispanic whites in the country, which again suggest high levels of residential
segregation by race and ethnicity (Iceland, Weinberg, and Hughes 2014).

Accessibility patterns with respect to median household income are particularly complex.
Correlation coefficients initially suggest a largely negative pattern between income and access, meaning
that as income goes up, access goes down. This appears to bias accessibility towards low-income
households. But when access is regressed on income and demographic factors are controlled for, the sign
on the coefficient flips in nearly every city. In other words, when percent nonwhite, Latino, renter, and
zero-vehicle household are taken into consideration, access tends to be positively associated with median
household income.

In showing the variation in accessibility patterns across social groups and that these patterns are
unique to different cities, this research confirms the results of existing accessibility analyses. However,
the macro-level approach that this project has adopted contributes a new finding that single-city case
studies cannot. The third finding of this research is the consistency with respect to transit-based access
across zero-vehicle households and renters. As the share of zero-vehicle households and renters in a block
group increases, so does accessibility. This is almost universally true, and is consistent even in regression
analyses that control for potentially confounding socio-demographic and land use characteristics. Often
the minority in cities, households without cars tend to concentrate in areas that have high transit
accessibility. This outcome suggests that those who are most directly dependent on transit – those without
private vehicles of their own – are generally very well positioned in cities to maximize the utility of the
transit system. This is true in cities with or without heavy rail or rapid transit, with transit systems that are
small, medium-sized, or extensive. There is much overlap between the renter and zero-vehicle
populations, but even independent of zero-vehicle households, renters maintain a strong presence in areas
with the best degree of transit-based access across most cities as well. As the above discussion suggests, however, we however cannot be confident that these zero-vehicle and renter households are representative of those social groups that are traditionally socially vulnerable. For example, these zero-vehicle households may be high-earning Millennials, who have shown preference towards alternative forms of transit besides driving (USPIRG, McDonald 2015).

Taken as a whole, these results suggest that transit equity outcomes are the product of local narratives: cities each have their own equity stories to tell that are often reflections of local social forces. In San Francisco, access is positively related to shares of zero vehicle and renter households. But accessibility scores go down as shares of nonwhite and Latino households go up, meaning that the block groups with the fewest nonwhite and Latino households have the highest degree of access. Accessibility also rises with income, indicating that the city’s highest earning households also have the best relative transit access. The San Francisco accessibility pattern, then, appears to benefit households that are white, non-Latino, earn relatively high incomes, rent their homes, and/or do not own a car. This is congruent with the acknowledgement that the dual themes of gentrification and displacement have been key trends in San Francisco for many years.

Conclusion

Accessibility is primarily a product of local land use patterns and the design of the local transportation network, including the public transit system. In describing the drivers of access, land use features tend to receive a lot of attention in academic and policy circles. The density of development, the share of affordable housing available in station areas, the degree of residential segregation, and the distribution of employment are routinely discussed as factors that shape accessibility patterns and travel behaviors. Meanwhile, the impact of transportation-related policies – and especially public transit agency policies – is less understood. This is puzzling, given that level of transit service provided in cities is a direct result of decisions made within or with respect to transit agencies. The availability, frequency, quality, and distribution of transit service have clear repercussions on its utility and the degree of access
provided to users. How variations in these agency-level features impact variations in accessibility
deserves further exploration. Future research will investigate how local, agency-level characteristics like
the size and shape of transit systems, the ratio of capital to operating funds, and degree of citizen
participation in decision-making impact accessibility patterns. The overall intention of this research is to
better understand the role and significance of local factors in shaping patterns of access. The analysis
presented in this paper represents a significant first step towards meeting this goal.
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Introduction

Recent innovations in spatial analysis have led to more robust and reliable measures used to evaluate destination accessibility. However, the improved reliability of data has been accompanied by research outcomes that are increasingly inconsistent and inconclusive. This is especially true with respect to studies investigating the social equity of accessibility outcomes via public transit service. In some cities, low-income and communities of color are found to benefit from destination-rich transit access (Foth, Manaugh, and El-Geneidy 2013; Grengs 2004; McKenzie 2013a) while in others, these groups experience objectively poor transit service quality (Grengs 2001; Horner and Mefford 2005; Larsen and Gilliland 2008; McKenzie 2013b). This lack of empirical consistency leaves advocates, researchers and the general public without a reliable sense as to the overall quality of public transportation service in the U.S.; an understanding of how well public transit systems are delivering on their mission; or the degree to which systematic inequality within public transit outcomes is a problem.

On top of the lack of consensus that can be drawn from this research, the ‘unpatterned inequality’ or lack of discernable trends with respect to outcomes (Lineberry 1977) that characterize differences in accessibility outcomes has been left unexplored, as are the sources that shape these trends. This is a significant oversight on two related counts: first, public transit is an essential service in cities, especially within low-income and communities of color. Members of these vulnerable populations tend to rely on transit more than other types of users for their primary transportation needs (Giuliano 2003; Giuliano, Hu, and Lee 2001). In one of the most comprehensive national surveys of travel behavior, Pucher and Renne (2003) found that low-income households and households of color account for roughly 63% of all transit riders in the U.S. But even beyond the integral role that transit plays in the daily lives of socially marginalized communities, public transit is a public service whose very purpose is to provide access to destinations, services, and other people (Handy 2002; Litman 2015; Miller and Wu 2000; van Wee and
Geurs 2011). Identifying sources of variations in service quality is important for transit planners, administrators, and equity stakeholders who have an interest in ensuring that transit service is being delivered as efficiently and equitably as possible. It is especially important to know how transit agencies themselves establish and reinforce differences in service outcomes. Previous research has found that particular elements that constitute public service agencies have a significant impact on service delivery outcomes. The research presented here addresses lingering questions about destination accessibility and public transit service delivery by looking within transit agencies to evaluate the effects that specific policies, procedures, and agency-level characteristics have on transit service outcomes.

To be clear, there is no one “right way” to supply a city with public transportation service. Different cities have different transportation needs, cultures, and land use orientations that justify variations in the way that transit service is organized and operated. It is expected, then, that each agency’s unique operating structure will have different impacts on the distribution and delivery of transit service. But as Coulter points out, the particular contexts of metropolitan areas does not diminish the fact that agencies “still must satisfy certain basic objectives” (Coulter, MacGillivray, and Vickery 1976: 232). Public transit’s very existence is premised upon providing people a way of accessing destinations, yet those agency-level factors that either promote or hinder accessibility have been left unexplored. In this paper, I ask first, which organizational elements of public transit agencies matter the most for accessibility outcomes? And second, is there a difference in the impact of these elements on accessibility outcomes across social groups? Drawing on evidence from research investigating the efficiency of urban public services both transportation-related and otherwise, this study looks specifically at four organizational elements that have been found to impact the effectiveness of public transit service delivery across twelve large transit agencies in the United States. It examines the organizational structure within agencies; the degree to which agencies incorporate public participation; transit agency service delivery standards; and transit agency funding priorities.

This study contributes to existing research by expanding the application of accessibility indicators beyond the quantification of accessibility outcomes. As accessibility is the primary goal of transit systems,
these measures can also be thought of as indicators of the effectiveness of the public transit network especially in terms of reliability and equity. Specifically, this analysis uses transit-based accessibility scores calculated at the block-group level as dependent variables in a hierarchical linear regression model that includes both agency-level and block-group level data as independent variables. This analysis also includes a sub-regression that isolates the effects of these elements on ‘transit-vulnerable’ populations to gauge the differential impact of agency-level elements on those who are most reliant on public transit service. Findings suggest that some organizational elements of transit agencies are significant in terms of destination accessibility outcomes, and that there is a difference in the degree to which these elements impact outcomes between the general public and transport-disadvantaged populations.

**Literature Review**

Prior research has established that the elements that define public service agencies, including their size, governance structure, and funding structures, are significant variables in terms of how effectively services are delivered. The present analysis draws on this work to establish a framework for exploring how some of these elements shape the delivery of public transit services. Among the most relevant for the study of public transportation outcomes include a transit agency’s organizational structure, the incorporation of public participation, adherence to public service decision rules, and agency-level funding priorities. While a wealth of research has been conducted into various determinants of high-quality public service delivery, this work has not generated much knowledge that speaks to how these elements interact and work together, how these elements impact public transit services specifically, or how these elements impact destination accessibility outcomes. While some hypotheses can be drawn, much of this research is inconclusive, fails to directly address public transportation, neglects consideration of people’s lived experiences as reliable indicators of delivery outcomes, and with the exception of decision rules research, does not discuss the social equity impacts of differences in organizational design.

**Organizational Structure: Size & Degree of Bureaucratic Complexity**
The size of an organization and its degree of bureaucratic complexity are two distinguishing elements of what is known as an organization’s structure. In the social science literature, ‘organizational structure’ refers to how the responsibilities of the agency or organization are distributed and assigned (Egeberg 2003). Size - traditionally measured in terms of number of employees or financial largesse (Hall and Tolbert 2005) - and structural complexity are related concepts, but are operationally distinct. Structural complexity means the degree to which tasks are ‘fragmented’ within an organization, and encompasses both the division of labor and the decentralization of activities. Structural complexity can be thought of as analogous to bureaucratization: the more complex an organization, the greater tendency toward task differentiation (Beyer and Trice 1979; Hinings, Greenwood, and Ranson 1975; Rainey 2009). While “size is the single most powerful predictor of bureaucratization” (Hinings et al. 1975:170), it is not a measure of the degree of bureaucratic complexity in and of itself (Hall, Johnson, and Haas 1967; Rainey 2009). Instead, many studies that incorporate measures of bureaucratization rely on other metrics, such as qualitative data collected from employees (Hage and Aiken 1967) or data that counts the number of divisions or departments within an organization (Andrews, Beynon, and McDermott 2015; Andrews and Boyne 2014; Hall et al. 1967). In studies of public police departments, measures of bureaucracy have also relied on data that reflects the social distance between high-ranking and low-ranking officers (Eitle, D’Alessio, and Stolzenberg 2014; Langworthy 1986; Maguire 1997).

Those who study public administration and/or organizational theory tend to be divided into two camps with respect to the impact of size and structural complexity on the effectiveness of service delivery. With respect to size, one side believes that larger organizations are prone to suffer from problems of communication and coordination (Damanpour 1992; Rushing 1974). Others argue that larger organizations may possess more technical knowledge and capacity than smaller firms, which positively affects their ability to innovate (Blau 1972; Damanpour 1992). Some believe that larger and more complex organizations may suffer from communication and coordination problems (Murnane and Nelson 1984), while others maintain that big, complex organizations are better able to allocate resources and deliver specialized services more effectively (Andrews 2010; Boyne 1998). Empirical findings of studies
that test the impact of size and/or structural complexity on effectiveness fan the flames of the size and complexity debate by offering findings that are mixed at best. In fact, many analyses show a nonlinear or insignificant relationship between effectiveness and size or complexity (Andrews et al. 2015; Boyne 2003; Jung 2013). These findings further complicate the relationship and obfuscate solid conclusions. To paraphrase Andrews, Benyon, and McDermott (Andrews et al. 2015:242), both size and structural complexity may either positively or negatively impact public sector organizational capacity.

Public Participation

Academics and social theorists from many fields have long emphasized the benefits of including citizen participation in public sector decision-making processes (Irvin and Stansbury 2004; Neshkova and Guo 2012). This is especially true with respect to those organizations that oversee the delivery of public services. Soliciting citizen input is believed to have many advantages for service delivery outcomes, including providing decision-makers with specialized knowledge that leads to more refined and localized delivery procedures (Innes and Booher 2004; Irvin and Stansbury 2004; Rowe and Frewer 2000; Stewart and Sinclair 2007) and the ability to more immediately address stakeholder issues to avoid the prospect of future litigation (Innes and Booher 2004; Irvin and Stansbury 2004; Randolph and Bauer 1999; Stewart and Sinclair 2007). Significantly for social justice advocates, public participation allows an opportunity for marginalized groups who often lack representation in local affairs to participate and potentially affect social change (Brabham 2012; Fung 2015).

Despite these assertions, research that systematically investigates the relationship between the effective or equitable delivery of transportation services and public participation is limited (Neshkova and Guo 2012; Rowe and Frewer 2000; Yang and Pandey 2011). In one of the only peer-reviewed papers that looks into the impact of citizen participation on transportation service delivery outcomes, Neshkova and Guo (2012) investigate the influence of citizen input on the activities of state transportation agencies. Using a weighted index of mechanisms for public participation, they find overwhelming evidence that
citizen input has a positive impact on efficiency and effectiveness as reflected by cost efficiency measures, road condition evaluations, and fatality rates. Unfortunately, subsequent research into public participation within public organizations has largely failed to follow up on these findings. Instead, much contemporary analysis focuses on the internal agency mechanisms that either promote or hinder the incorporation of public input in agency-level decisions (Risner and Bergan 2012; Thomas 2013; Yang and Pandey 2011).

Despite the lack of research into outcomes, it is not uncommon for public transit agencies to incorporate public participation into the decision-making process (Neshkova and Guo 2012). One specific vehicle of public participation that many transit agencies have engaged with is citizen advisory boards, often known by other names such as rider oversight committees (Blaylock et al. 2010). Although there is great variation in how they are composed and function, citizen advisory boards are often found to be strong vehicles for effective participation (Applegate 1998; Innes and Booher 2004; Lynn and Busenberg 1995). Lynn and Busenberg note that a citizen advisory board “(1) educates the sponsor in regard to community attitudes, (2) educates the participants (and the public) in regard to the proposed institutional actions, (3) provides a forum for citizen involvement in decision-making, (4) provides public support for the decisions, and (5) allows government and industry to deal with one relatively small body of citizens rather than the entire community” (Lynn and Busenberg 1995: 147-148).

Research that investigates the impact and utility of citizen advisory boards often fails to evaluate their relationship with service outcomes, instead taking the form of single case studies that focus on one particular project, and in most cases rely on qualitative perceptions of effectiveness (Landre and Knuth 1993; Neshkova and Guo 2012; Vigoda 2002). The most comprehensive research to date that looks into the impact of public participation on transportation outcomes is the evaluation by Neshkova and Guo (2012) that finds a positive relationship. However, like aforementioned research investigating the efficiency impacts of public agency organizational structure, the authors do not include destination accessibility or any other quality-of-life outcome as an indicator of effectiveness.

**Service Delivery Standards**
Like other public service agencies, mass transit must be consistent and predictable in order to meet the needs of users. In the body of research that looks into the distribution of public goods and resources, the policies and procedures that streamline and direct urban services to be consistent and predictable are called ‘decision-rules’ (Jones et al. 1978; Levy, Meltsner, and Wildavsky 1974). Examples of decision-rules include the days the week trash is picked up from private households, the minimum response time the police adhere to when responding to a public complaint, or the paperwork that parents or guardians must fill out for public school enrollment. Decision-rules are established to allow public agencies to fulfill their respective missions with an eye towards efficiency and fairness. Without decision-rules, services could be arbitrarily administered according to vague expectations and conflicting priorities that could metaphorically or literally leave people stranded at the station.

Like more recent work on destination accessibility, research that has investigated public service delivery outcomes has found evidence of “unpatterned inequality” with respect the experiences of different social groups (Cingranelli 1981; Maroko et al. 2009; Miyake et al. 2010; Mladenka 1980; Mladenka and Hill 1977; Talen 2001). For example, in testing the relationship between socioeconomic status (SES) and access to schools in several counties in West Virginia, Talen (2001) found significant differences between students living in low-SES households versus students living in high-SES households. However, the exact nature of this relationship differed by county. In Jackson and Kanawha Counties, low-SES students have less proximate access to schools, while low-SES students in Berkeley County live closer to their school than other students. This lack of a discernable trend has been found with respect to trash collection, access to library facilities, the quality of local parks, and many other public services and resources (Cingranelli 1981; Koehler and Wrightson 1987; Levy et al. 1974; Maroko et al. 2009; Miyake et al. 2010; Mladenka 1980; Mladenka and Hill 1977; Rich 1979; Talen 2001).

Researchers have concluded that while decision-rules are not intentionally biased or discriminatory, adherence to standardized decision-rules can result in inequitable public service outcomes. This is especially true when standardized rules and processes fail to acknowledge the contextual differences between social groups that mediate the impacts of service delivery processes. For example,
Levy et al (1974) found that, contrary to expectations, low-income households experienced better residential road conditions than other households in the same city. The authors realized that a) the local public works department paves streets according to volume, resulting in arterial streets being paved more regularly than secondary roads, and b) low-income households tend to live in multifamily apartment buildings that are disproportionately placed along these arterial streets. The interaction of policy and social context thus led to low-income households experiencing a benefit in this instance. However, socially vulnerable groups are not generally on the benefits-end of these policy-context interactions. As a result, the disproportionate delivery of services due to institutionalized processes and procedures is a concern for social justice advocates and public policy stakeholders alike.

Within public transit agencies, standard decision rules are formalized as ‘service delivery standards’. These standards set uniform thresholds and protocols for administering transit services. Examples of service standards include frequency of service, service coverage, span of service, passenger load, and net cost per passenger. Services are often evaluated in terms of adherence to these standards, and are modified based on performance in each category. While service evaluations are conducted internally within transit agencies, results are not made public and the impacts of changes in service delivery standards are often unclear. Perhaps because of these data challenges, there has not been a systematic, academic analysis into the impacts of service delivery standards on transit service outcomes – cost-benefit related or otherwise. Put simply, there is a dearth of research that helps us understand the impact of certain service planning and delivery decisions on public transportation outcomes of any sort.

Funding Priorities

Critical transportation scholars have long argued that the fiscal priorities and policies associated with public transportation contribute to significant variations in service delivery, particularly between social groups. The expenses of public transit agencies fall into two categories: operating costs and capital costs. Operating costs are those that are associated with the day-to-day delivery of services, including labor costs, fuel costs, and vehicle maintenance costs. Because of the labor-heavy operational and
maintenance needs of buses, operating costs generally refer to bus services. On the other hand, capital expenses refer to the costs of infrastructure (Federal Transit Administration 2015). Because traditional buses run on existing public streets but rail service requires the acquisition of land and the construction of tracks and stations, the vast majority of capital funds are spent on rail transit. Further, because most capital funds are dedicated to hardware and construction, these costs are primarily associated with rail introduction or rail expansion.

In an era when the vast majority of U.S. transit agencies suffer from perpetual and growing budget deficits, federal transit subsidies are specifically earmarked to cover capital costs and not operating expenses (Fielding 1983; Pucher 2004). This creates certain incentives for public transit administrators, who are already politically motivated to advance capital-intensive rail projects rather than enhance existing bus services (Richmond 2001). Taylor explains:

“Since nearly three-quarters of all transit operating revenues nationwide are locally generated (from the fare box and from local and regional subsidies) while over half the capital funding for transit capital comes from an outside source (the federal government), transit operators tend to view capital costs as ‘cheaper’ than operating costs” (Taylor 2004: 323).

Thus, funding priorities that are largely set at the federal level eventually manifest into the transit agency spending priorities set in local budgets. Transit agencies are incentivized to establish funding patterns that maximize rail-intensive capital spending while keeping bus-intensive operating costs to a minimum (Richmond 2001; Taylor and Morris 2015). These funding patterns can directly impact service delivery and distribution patterns. In his evaluation of recent transit investments, Richmond observes that “the start-up of new rail service has generally been accompanied by a restructuring of bus services to feed rail stations and a discontinuation of direct bus services from suburbs to downtown…many journeys that now require feeder buses as well as trains take longer than they did on the discontinued bus lines” (Richmond 2001: 158-159).

The impact of transit funding priorities on service delivery outcomes is of particular concern for social justice advocates. Different social groups tend to ride different modes of transit: low-income riders and riders of color are more likely to ride buses, while white and more affluent riders are more likely to
live in areas served by rail (Garrett and Taylor 1999; Pucher 1981; Pucher and Renne 2003; Taylor and Morris 2015). When funding structures prioritize capital costs over operating costs, they are implicitly prioritizing costs associated with white, affluent subway riders over those of poor, nonwhite bus riders. Poor service delivery outcomes that had been seen as the result of these capital-intensive transit funding structures have been the basis for civil rights lawsuits in at least ten cities in the past several decades, including Hartford, St. Louis, Chicago, Boston, Dallas, Atlanta, Detroit, New York City, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles (Grengs 2002; Pucher 1982; Taylor 2004; Taylor and Morris 2015; Wachs 2004).

**Hypotheses and Research Question**

These bodies of research into urban public services establish that the organizational elements that define public agencies have discernable impacts on the efficiency and effectiveness with which public services are distributed and delivered, both overall and across social groups. While some hypotheses can be drawn, the gaps within these research bodies also leave us with several questions that are addressed through the present analysis.

There is a wealth of research suggesting that the size and bureaucratic complexity of a public agency’s organizational framework have discernable impacts on the delivery and quality of public services. This research is not only inconclusive with respect to the analysis of each element on its own, but these elements have not been assessed in tandem to gauge how they combine to shape various outcomes. Although each element may drive specific outcomes independently of other organizational processes and elements, practical outcomes are the result of the interaction of these elements that work alongside each other and simultaneously. The lack of clear evidence as to what the effects of various structural formulations are on public service delivery outcomes limits our ability to formulate hypotheses or anticipate what the outcomes on destination accessibility may be. I therefore present no hypothesis with respect to the impact of organizational structure on accessibility outcomes; rather, this analysis is a test of each element on its own as well as the combined effect of these elements on accessibility outcomes.
Based on the investigation of Neshkova and Guo (2014) into state transportation agencies, I expect that the incorporation of citizen advisory boards in public transportation planning and decision-making processes will have a positive impact on accessibility outcomes. To test this hypothesis, this paper takes a systematic and quantitative approach to the question of public participation. It includes two binary measures of public participation within agencies, one of which reflects whether or not agencies have established citizen advisory boards. The other measure of participation is another binary indicator reflecting whether or not a public referendum on transit-related matters has been held. Research investigating public referendum and service delivery outcomes is even more limited than research focusing on public participation through citizen advisory boards and other channels; this analysis is an opportunity to begin filling these analytical gaps.

While the impact of standard decision-rules on public service delivery outcomes has received much attention with respect to a variety of urban resources (Boyle and Jacobs 1982; Cihan, Zhang, and Hoover 2012; Jones et al. 1978; Moore et al. 2008; Small and Stark 2005; Talen 2013; Thacher 2010), investigation into the decision-rules within public transit agencies is not well researched. In one of the few analyses in this area, Wells and Thill (2012) studied bus service in four U.S. cities and concluded that adherence to standard decision-rules which relied on knowledge of where low-income and transit-dependent communities are in the planning process resulted in more bus service being provided within these communities. However, their use of the concentration of zero-vehicle households as a proxy for adherence to standard decision rules is tenuous at best. This analysis uses actual thresholds and metrics that define the service delivery standards used by transit agencies to evaluate if and how these elements have discernable accessibility impacts. Because of the lack of existing literature evaluating these codified standards, hypotheses are cannot be established. It is, however, expected that differences in these standards will lead to variations in destination accessibility outcomes.

Finally, although a concern for social justice advocates, social scientists have yet to systematically evaluate the impact of transit funding patterns on service delivery outcomes. Existing scholarship suggests that agencies that prioritize operating expenditures to capital expenditures are in a
better position to address the needs of those most dependent on transit service, i.e. low-income bus riders. To test this hypothesis, I include two measures of transit agency funding expenditures, one single-year measure and one longitudinal measure, as the final elements in the package of organizational elements that are proposed to impact transit service.

There are several oversights in these literature bodies addressing urban public services that are addressed by the present analysis. In general, there is limited attention paid to public transportation. At best, a handful of studies have been conducted that focus on transportation, and even fewer investigate public transportation. A simultaneous empirical shortcoming of existing research is the oversight of lived experiences as reliable indicators of service quality. For example, the relationship between the organizational effectiveness and the organizational structure within public transit agencies has been the focus of previous research, but the vast majority of these studies measure the effectiveness of transit agencies in terms of monetary outcomes such as costs, benefits, and resource allocation (Cubukcu 2008; Iseki 2008; Leland and Smirnova 2009; Perry and Babitsky 1986; Sclar 2000). As noted, the very utility of transit service is derived from its ability to provide access to destinations, services, and other people. While cost-benefit analyses that emphasize financial outcomes are valuable from a business perspective, this metric has little relevance for daily transit riders who depend on reliable, convenient modes of transportation. With the exception of work related to decision rules, these studies also largely fail to address the social or equity impacts of these organizational elements.

To both test the hypotheses that are offered and fill the gaps left remaining by existing research, the present study is an evaluation of the outcomes associated with various organizational elements of public transportation agencies. Results of this analysis establish which organizational elements of public transit agencies matter the most for accessibility outcomes, and whether or not is there a difference in the impact of these elements on accessibility outcomes across social groups.

**Data & Methods**

**Geography, Unit of Analysis, and Dependent Variable**
Data reflecting transit-based accessibility outcomes was generated at the block group level for 12 cities across the United States. These cities are: Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington DC. These cities were initially selected from a list of the 50 largest U.S. metropolitan areas and narrowed down based on 1) the presence of an existing public transit network, and 2) the availability of local geocoded location data for use in the calculation of an accessibility score.

Although the overall goal of a public transit network is to enable access to destinations, it is particularly crucial that the system provide access to destinations of opportunity, meaning places that encourage social mobility and the maintenance of a high quality of life. Three different accessibility scores are used in this analysis that specifically emphasize access to civic, educational, recreational, and employment opportunities: the first score reflects access to nonwork destinations including schools, libraries, parks, and recreation centers; the second to work destinations; and the third to both nonwork and work destinations. The nonwork accessibility score is modeled after traditional cumulative opportunity scores that count the number of locations accessible from various origin points given certain travel parameters, such as within a certain travel time or distance (Helling and Sawicki 2003; Horner and Mefford 2005; Jiao et al. 2012; Scott and Horner 2008). Scores are generated with the use of ArcGIS network analyst and a publicly available add-on called ‘Add GTFS to a Network Dataset’ that generates polygons representing transit-accessible spaces with the use of real-time transit schedule data. Within each city, the number of destinations of opportunity accessible via transit within 35 minutes of travel time is counted, and a ratio is calculated that reflects the overall share of non-work destinations accessible from each block group. Scores are standardized within each city with an index so that the block group with the highest relative share of transit-accessible non-work destinations receives a score of ‘1’.

Data reflecting access to jobs via transit is retrieved from the EPA’s Smart Location Database, a publicly available spatial dataset that includes a host of block-group level information, including the number of working-age residents and the share of jobs accessible within a 45-minute transit commute. A data point reflecting the share of jobs accessible per working age population was calculated for each block
group in the 12 cities, and again standardized with an index for purposes of comparison. The standardized non-work and work accessibility scores are summed into an overall transit-based destination accessibility score, with a maximum possible accessibility score of ‘2’. For a more in-depth discussion of the metrification of the accessibility score used in this analysis, see Williams (2016).

Independent Variables

The independent variables used in this analysis measure the organizational elements that have been found to impact the effectiveness and equity of the distribution of public services generally and public transit specifically as described above. Consistent with previous research, with respect to organizational structure the size of transit agencies is represented as the total number of employees per service area square mile (SA) during 2014. Degrees of bureaucratic complexity are more difficult to measure, but data is available that reflects variations in employee workload by function, including the number of employees and hours worked by administrative, maintenance, and operating labor power. The more employees tasked with administrative and decision-making functions relative to the number of overall employees suggest a greater degree of bureaucratization within an agency. Bureaucratic complexity is therefore included as the share of administrative employees working for the agency out of all agency functions including operating labor, capital labor, and vehicle-specific operations and maintenance labor during 2014. Each of these variables is collected through the National Transit Database (NTD). The NTD is a data warehouse maintained by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). Large transit agencies that receive federal funding are required to submit annual reports to the NTD, which are eventually made public (Federal Transit Administration 2016).

Two different binary measures are used to estimate the degree of public participation in agency-level affairs: 1) the presence of a citizen advisory board, and 2) whether or not a public referendum on transit-related legislation has been held since the year 2000. Data on citizen/rider oversight boards is mined from Internet searches, and this information is generally available on agency websites. Data on public referendum is gathered from The Center for Transportation Excellence, which maintains up-to-date
records of recent transportation ballot measures across the country. These ballot measures range from increasing subsidies and tax contributions towards transit to decisions over system expansion (Center for Transportation Excellence 2016).

The funding priorities of transit agencies have also been suggested to impact service delivery outcomes. As described above, critical planning scholars argue that the balance of spending between operating and capital funds is a reflection of a transit agency’s funding priorities, as in the choice between investing in existing bus services that primarily serve low-income riders of color, or investing in the expansion of transit services to accommodate wealthier ‘choice’ riders. The NTD collects agency-level financial information, including operating and capital expenditures. I include two unique ratios of operating to capital costs, one that is limited to spending over 2014 and another that averages spending patterns over a five year period (2009-2014). Including the single most recent year of funding is a reflection of more immediate agency spending, while the five-year average is a reflection of long-term trends and may more accurately reflect long-range or previously established priorities.

The Smart Location Database includes two especially relevant characteristics of local transit service that reflect service delivery standards: transit frequency and service coverage. The transit frequency score indicates frequency of service within .25 miles of block group boundaries. Transit coverage is measured as the distance between population-weighted residential centers and the closest transit stops (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2016). I also include a variable that counts the number of modes offered within each transit system. The more modal offerings available to users, the greater the potential reach and distribution of the system and the more adapted the system may be in terms of regional geography. Data on number of modes is also collected through the NTD. A description of all primary independent variables is included in Table 1; descriptive statistics are presented in Tables 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Element</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Observation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Number of agency employees per service area (SA) square mile</td>
<td>National Transit Database</td>
<td>Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Share of administrative employees out of total employees</td>
<td>National Transit Database</td>
<td>Agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Public Referendum | Public referendum on transit held since 2000 | Center for Transit Excellence | Agency
--- | --- | --- | ---
Rider Oversight | Citizen oversight boards recognized by agency | Author collected | Agency
Funding Priorities | Ratio of operating to capital expenditures (2013) | National Transit Database | Agency
Funding Priorities (Average) | 5-year average ratio of operating to capital expenditures (2009-2013) | National Transit Database | Agency
Coverage | Distance between closest transit stop and population-weighted centroid (meters) | Smart Location Database | Block group
Frequency | Frequency of transit service within .25 miles of block group boundary per hour during evening peak | Smart Location Database | Block group
Number of modes | Total number of modes offered by transit agency | National Transit Database | Agency

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Primary Independent Variables, by City

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Public Ref.</th>
<th>Rider Oversight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDC</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Primary Independent Variables, by City (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Operating to Capital Ratio</th>
<th>Operating to Capital Ratio (5 year average)</th>
<th>Coverage (Mean)</th>
<th>Frequency (Mean)</th>
<th>Number of Modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>559.67</td>
<td>124.49</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>557.28</td>
<td>624.75</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>515.12</td>
<td>158.05</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>557.18</td>
<td>79.73</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>611.86</td>
<td>155.31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>554.07</td>
<td>118.21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>510.15</td>
<td>184.90</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>606.66</td>
<td>150.75</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>641.43</td>
<td>57.58</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>517.37</td>
<td>288.50</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>536.18</td>
<td>149.31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDC</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>560.66</td>
<td>225.23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional covariates that reflect demographic characteristics of block groups are thus included in an extended regression model as a means for understanding how the concentration of different social groups affects accessibility outcomes alongside agencies’ organizational elements. Specifically, I measure
the shares of low-income households, households of color, and households of Latino origin living in block groups. This demographic data is retrieved from the 2013 5-year American Community Survey (ACS) and presented in Table 4.

**Table 4: Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Variables, by City**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Total Number of BG’s</th>
<th>Mean Percent Latino</th>
<th>Mean Percent Nonwhite</th>
<th>Median HH Income</th>
<th>No. of Transport Vulnerable BG’s</th>
<th>% Transport Vulnerable BG’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>69.6%</td>
<td>$41,385</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
<td>$53,601</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>2319</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>$47,270</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>$50,313</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>2490</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
<td>$49,497</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>$30,375</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>$37,192</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
<td>$39,195</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>$64,058</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>$75,604</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>29.0%</td>
<td>$65,277</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDC</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
<td>$65,830</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This analysis is also interested in how transit agencies can best organize themselves to support equitable outcomes with respect to public transit service. Of particular relevance are populations that I call ‘transport disadvantaged’: low-income communities of color that do not have access to a private car and are thus particularly reliant on the public transit systems for urban mobility and access. Comparing regression results between the full dataset and just transit-dependent block groups allows us to evaluate differences in how these organizational elements operate in different socioeconomic contexts and to see if the impact of any of these organizational elements is more or less significant or impactful in shaping outcomes for the most significant and vulnerable populations. In addition to the base and extended models, a sub-regression analysis isolates the effects of agency organizational elements for just those block groups that house concentrations of transport disadvantaged populations. Specifically, block groups that are included in the sub-regression are those where more than 50% of households do not own a private vehicle (also known as ‘zero-vehicle’ households), block groups with more than 50% nonwhite households; block
groups with more than 50% Latino households, and block groups with incomes of less than 80% of the city median.

**Random Effects Estimation**

To evaluate the relative impact of each of transit agency organizational elements on accessibility outcomes, I employ a random coefficient regression model that defines local accessibility scores as an outcome of variations in the transit agency organizational elements listed in Table 1. As indicated by Table 1, the data used in this analysis is observed at two different levels: some independent variables, like public participation and funding priorities, are consistent within transit agencies; these are known as Level 2 covariates. Others, such as those reflecting service delivery standards and demographic characteristics, are collected at the block group level and thus vary within agencies, and are called Level 1 covariates. The dependent variable—the accessibility score—is also a Level 1 or block-group level data point. The structure of this data is thus that of a hierarchical or clustered dataset: data is observed at two levels, with one level of data ‘nested’ within another. In the case of the present analysis, data observed at the block group level is clustered within transit agencies. Given the two different units of analysis reflected in the dataset, a standard linear regression model would be unsuitable for estimating effects.

Rather, a hierarchical linear model accounts for the dependence between observations that are clustered together, as is the case with block groups clustering in agencies. This type of specification accounts for agency-specific effects that impact the varying influence of the independent variables on observed outcomes, thus increasing the reliability of regression coefficient estimates. One type of multilevel approach is a random-coefficient analysis. The random coefficient model is represented as

\[ y_{ij} = (\beta_1 + \zeta_j) + (\beta_2 + \zeta_2j) \chi_{2ij} + (\beta_3 + \zeta_3j) \chi_{3ij} + \beta_4 \chi_{4ij} + \ldots + \beta_p \chi_{pij} + \epsilon_{ij} \]

where \( \beta_1 + \zeta_j \) represents the agency-specific intercept, \( \beta_2 + \zeta_2j \) and \( \beta_3 + \zeta_3j \) represent block-group level covariates, \( \beta_4 \chi_{4ij} \) through \( \beta_p \chi_{pij} \) represent agency-specific covariates, and \( \epsilon_{ij} \) represents the error term.

Recognizing the potential for multicollinearity between the agency-specific independent variables, I calculated variance inflation factors (VIF) following agency-specific standard linear regression models.
that included just these covariates (size, complexity, modal offerings, public participation, and funding priorities). VIFs ranged from 1.01 to 1.15. Therefore, these data do not meet the threshold that indicates excessive multicollinearity or biased regression outcomes (Gordon 2010; O’Brien 2007).

Three dependent variables are used to model accessibility outcomes: overall accessibility scores, workplace accessibility scores, and non-work accessibility scores. Breaking out the accessibility metric in this way allows us to understand how organizational elements vary with respect to promoting or hindering different kinds of destinations. Three different models were run with respect to each analysis that correspond to the various accessibility metrics.

**Results**

Results of the base and extended regression analyses are presented in Table 5, and results of the sub-regression are presented in Table 6. The results show that certain transit agency organizational elements have a more pronounced impact on accessibility outcomes than others. The two most significant findings of this research concern the impact of a) public participation, and b) funding priorities. Public participation is shown to be a particularly strong predictor of accessibility outcomes, as indicated by both participation measures. On the other hand, funding priorities does not have a large impact on accessibility outcomes using either the single-year or the five-year average. It is important to note, however, that there are differences in the nature of the relationship between funding and accessibility when funding is limited to just the previous year’s spending patterns versus when funding is a reflection of five-year spending patterns. Results also show that the impact of organizational elements does vary between destination types, and are significantly more impactful for non-work destinations than for work destinations. The effect of these elements is also more pronounced among transit-dependent populations.

R² values are calculated at both hierarchical levels, and represent the explained proportion of variance in scores at each respective level of observation (Recchia 2010). R² values indicate that between 26% and 30% of the Level 1/within-city variation, and between 57% and 97% of the Level 2/between-city variation is explained in the base and extended model. With respect to the sub-regression focusing on
transit-dependent block groups, between 29% and 42% of the Level 1 variation and between 56% and 77% of the Level 2 variation is explained. The interpretation of random coefficient regression parameters is slightly nuanced when compared to a multivariate regression analysis. Because the model allows the slope of block-group or Level 1 covariates to vary by agency, the coefficients on these variables – in this case, transit frequency and distance between population centroids and transit stops – represent the average impact of each covariate across cities rather than a standard effect (Alcacer et al. 2013; Rodriguez 2016).

I begin the review of results with evidence from the base regression estimates displayed as models 1, 2, and 3 in Table 5. Results show general consistency with respect to the significance and direction of coefficients between destination types, and especially between overall accessibility outcomes and non-work accessibility outcomes. Although coefficients are small, given that the range of dependent variable is between 0 and 2, the size of these estimates should not undermine their significance as impactful elements on accessibility outcomes.

The coefficients on the variables representing public participation are the largest significant coefficients, indicating that when transit agencies take steps to solicit input from the public, accessibility outcomes – especially to non-work destinations – are better. While the impact of citizen advisory boards is stronger than the holding of a public referendum, both variables are significant with respect to overall and non-work accessibility scores. Coefficient estimates on the variable indicating the presence of citizen advisory boards is also one of the only significant predictors of workplace accessibility outcomes in the overall model.

The two measures of funding priorities - reflecting one-year and five-year average operating-to-capital spending ratios - are both significant, but vary in the direction of their influence. The coefficient on the one-year measure is negative with respect to overall, work, and non-work accessibility outcomes. The effect is small, but is nonetheless significant. At the same time, the five-year average of operating-to-capital spending is positive when significant, specifically with respect to overall and non-work
accessibility outcomes. Clearly, there are complexities associated with the manner and strategy associated with transit funding patterns; these are addressed more substantively in the discussion.

The suite of covariates measuring service delivery characteristics are also significant predictors of accessibility, but differ among each other with respect to the direction of the relationship and the magnitude of the impact. The number of modes offered by transit agencies depresses accessibility outcomes; this is the case with both overall and non-work destinations. The proximity between households and transit stops is also both significant and negatively correlated with accessibility across all destination types, but the impact is so small it is effectively zero. The coefficient on transit frequency is positive and significant across all destination types, but is again very small and thus is effectively inconsequential in shaping accessibility outcomes.

With respect to organizational structure, the coefficient on the variable transit agency size, measured as labor force per service area square mile, is significant and positive. As with the service delivery characteristics, the impact of size is very small and effectively zero. The degree of bureaucratization in the transit agency, measured through the relative size of the administrative labor force, was not found to be a significant predictor of accessibility outcomes.

As evidenced in Models 4, 5, and 6, the addition of block-group level demographic characteristics as control variables has little impact on regression results. Coefficient estimates on each of the independent variables do not change much, with the exception of the public participation-rider oversight variable, which increases in strength. Some of the coefficients on the demographic control variables are themselves significant: the share of Latino households in block groups has a positive relationship to accessibility outcomes across destination type. In fact, the impact is more substantial than that of some primary independent variables like service delivery and organizational structure. This finding suggests that as the share of Latino households in block groups increases, accessibility outcomes improve. While we cannot conclusively say that accessibility is higher within these communities because of conscious decision-making on the part of transit planners, it may point to the value that Latino and other transit-vulnerable households place on proximity to transit service. The coefficient on the income control
variable is also significant across destination types, but the impact is again so small, it is effectively irrelevant.

Table 5: Effects of Organizational Elements on Accessibility Outcomes, All Block Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Delivery Characteristics</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centroid to Transit</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Frequency</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modes</td>
<td>-0.072***</td>
<td>-0.022*</td>
<td>-0.054***</td>
<td>-0.076***</td>
<td>-0.022*</td>
<td>-0.057***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>0.154***</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.119***</td>
<td>0.161***</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.125***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Oversight</td>
<td>0.445***</td>
<td>0.173**</td>
<td>0.277***</td>
<td>0.491***</td>
<td>0.178**</td>
<td>0.318***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Priorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating to Capital Funds</td>
<td>-0.098***</td>
<td>-0.033*</td>
<td>-0.067***</td>
<td>-0.109***</td>
<td>-0.034*</td>
<td>-0.077***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating to Capital Funds (5 year average)</td>
<td>0.053***</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.058***</td>
<td>0.054***</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.058***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Nonwhite</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Latino</td>
<td>0.049***</td>
<td>0.010**</td>
<td>0.039***</td>
<td>0.049***</td>
<td>0.010**</td>
<td>0.039***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median HH Income</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000*</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
<td>-0.000*</td>
<td>-0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.469***</td>
<td>0.214***</td>
<td>0.268***</td>
<td>0.509***</td>
<td>0.215***</td>
<td>0.307***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² (Level 1)</td>
<td>0.4248</td>
<td>0.3303</td>
<td>0.4182</td>
<td>0.3089</td>
<td>0.2531</td>
<td>0.2938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² (Level 2)</td>
<td>0.7851</td>
<td>0.6443</td>
<td>0.8851</td>
<td>0.8258</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
<td>0.9672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the sub-regression are presented in Table 6 and show much overlap with the base and extended analysis. Coefficient estimates reveal that the organizational elements that impact service outcomes for the general public are the same elements that impact service outcomes for the transport-disadvantaged population, but that the degree of influence wielded by these elements is, in fact, different. Notably, the impact of public participation is greater within transit-dependent communities than in the general population. As in the base and extended models, these coefficients are not only the most significant predictors in the model, but the variable reflecting citizen advisory boards is one of the only significant predictors of workplace accessibility scores. In particular, the coefficient on the variable
representing the establishment of citizen advisory boards increases significantly between the base or extended models and the sub-regression, from .491 in Model 4 to .607 in Model 7.

The significance, size, and direction of the covariates on measures of service delivery characteristics in the sub-regression mirror those in the base and extended analyses, again implying that proximity, frequency, and number of modes have little impact on accessibility outcomes. The same is true with respect to the size and bureaucratic complexity of agencies.

The impact of funding priorities does differ between the base/extended and sub-regression models. While the coefficient on the one-year funding-priority ratio is again a significant and negative predictor of overall and non-work accessibility scores, unlike in the full model the five-year average is a) negative, and b) only significant with respect to workplace accessibility. This finding reinforces that the relationship between transit funding priorities or investments and various service quality outcomes are more complex previously assumed.

| Table 6: Effects of Organizational Elements on Accessibility Outcomes, Transit-Dependent Block Groups |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                                               | Model 7         | Model 8         | Model 9         |
|                                                               | Total           | Work            | Nonwork         |
| Service Delivery Characteristics                             |                 |                 |                 |
| Centroid to Transit                                          | -0.000**        | 0.000           | -0.000**        |
| Transit Frequency                                            | 0.000***        | 0.000**         | 0.000***        |
| Modes                                                        | -0.058*         | -0.016          | -0.037**        |
| Public Participation                                         |                 |                 |                 |
| Vote                                                         | 0.434***        | 0.098           | 0.341***        |
| Public Oversight                                             | 0.607***        | 0.202*          | 0.430***        |
| Funding Priorities                                           |                 |                 |                 |
| Operating to Capital Funds                                  | -0.106**        | -0.023          | -0.088***       |
| (5 year average)                                             | -0.008          | -0.041*         | 0.038           |
| Organizational Structure                                     |                 |                 |                 |
| Administrative Labor Share                                  | -0.039          | -0.02           | -0.029          |
| Labor Force per Service Area Sq. Mile                        | 0.005*          | 0.000           | 0.006***        |
| Constant                                                     | 0.872***        | 0.437***        | 0.461***        |
| Observations                                                 | 1,149           | 1,149           | 1,149           |
| R2 (Level 1)                                                 | 0.4248          | 0.3303          | 0.4182          |
| R2 (Level 2)                                                 | 0.7851          | 0.6443          | 0.8851          |
Discussion

The development of a package of organizational elements to test as independent variables in the regression analysis is an acknowledgement that service delivery outcomes are the product of several overlapping and intersecting agency-level characteristics, and their impact must be determined in the context of the overall organizational setting that defines public agencies. The results of this analysis show that much of the variability in local transit-based destination accessibility outcomes is explained by differences in key organizational elements, but that there are differences in the degree of influence that these elements wield in shaping accessibility outcomes. Much of the between-city variability in the distribution of accessibility outcomes is explained by transit agency organizational elements, as evidenced by the high Level 2 $R^2$. This finding confirms that the organizational elements that define transit agencies are significant factors that influence local degrees of destination access. The more conservative $R^2$ on the Level 1 coefficients that vary within agencies suggests that neighborhood-level differences in access are also significantly influenced by local contexts, such as local land use patterns and prevailing orientations towards transit use.

The results of this analysis suggest several key takeaways. First, public participation in the oversight and decision-making process matters a great deal for public transit accessibility outcomes. This is especially true for outcomes among transit-dependent populations. Alongside prior research showing the positive impact of participation on the efficiency of public services, the significance of citizen advisory boards (as well as public referendum with respect to transit-dependent communities) underscores the utility of engaging the public for the effective and equitable service delivery. This is significant for advocates of transit equity, civic engagement and government transparency alike, and in some cities there is an opportunity to organize around issues of public participation. Just seven out of twelve agencies included in this analysis engage citizen advisory boards, only six have held a public referendum on transit-related matters, and only two have had both. Strengthening the dialogue and the channels of communication that exist between riders and service planners is critical for ensuring that the outcomes of service delivery are valued and prioritized in the planning process.
Second, the relationship between transit agency funding structures and service delivery outcomes is not as straightforward as some critical transit scholars have argued. Variables that reflect just the previous year’s portfolio of investments indicate that higher operating-to-capital expenditures depress accessibility outcomes, a finding that runs counter to expectations posited by the critical planning community. On the other hand, the measure that averages investment and spending patterns over a five-year span has the opposite impact – i.e., that higher operations-to-capital spending ratios are in fact commensurate with improved accessibility outcomes. The varying relationship between the two funding measures is clearly due to differences in the temporal scope of each funding measure. Although there are year-over-year variations in spending, the five-year measure is a reflection of established priorities and funding patterns that have manifested over time. This extended measure not only incorporates variations in agency-level priorities and resource allocation for each previous year, but also serves as a more reliable indicator of an agency’s long-term planning and investment goals. These results suggest that when evaluating the impact of funding priorities on service delivery outcomes, more robust measures that reflect deep-rooted trends are more reliable measures than one-year measures that may be the result of necessary one-time or short-term investments in either capital or operating projects.

It is important to note that data included in this analysis does not delineate agency expenditures beyond those going towards operating or capital purposes defined at their broadest level. While this limits the opportunity to probe funding patterns in sharper detail, it is also necessary to acknowledge that capital funds can be used for the improvement of bus services that serve low-income communities. In any given year, an agency may be slated to rehabilitate or overhaul their fleet of buses, funding for which would come out of an agency’s capital budget. The negative coefficient on the one-year funding variable may be picking up on these nuances, but more detailed data is necessary for a more thorough investigation into the intricacies of operating versus capital funding and spending and their impacts on service delivery outcomes.

Third, across all block groups there is a significant difference in the impact of organizational elements between work and non-work locations. The only significant factors in access to jobs in either the
base or extended model were service delivery characteristics, and the impact of these elements are small enough to be effectively inconsequential. Large urban job centers are often positioned in close proximity to existing or planned transit for employee access, as are commercial centers as a means of attracting customers. Perhaps the location of jobs near transit is not a function of agency-level organizational elements, but rather is a function of orientations and preferences on the part of employers. While the findings of this analysis are limited in their ability to explain differences in accessibility outcomes between destinations, results indicate that the kind of destination is significant in itself for the way that transit agencies approach service planning. Different organizational structures, funding priorities, and delivery standards, for example, are important for some kinds of destinations rather than others, and vice-versa. Another area of future research raised in this analysis concerns the specific elements that shape accessibility outcomes to work destinations.

Finally, organizational elements do have different impacts on accessibility outcomes among transport-disadvantaged populations relative to the general public. The effects of organizational elements are significant with respect to both work and nonwork destinations, which establishes transport-disadvantaged populations as different from a service delivery perspective. Agencies that provide more frequent transit service, establish direct patterns of citizen engagement, and are large enough to serve demand but limit the degree of bureaucratic complexity within agencies tend to be better equipped to provide transit dependent populations access to destinations of opportunity. Although race and class characteristics of block groups are not strong predictors of accessibility outcomes, this outcome could be viewed positively, as an indication that transit systems are blind to demographic characteristics of users and strive to provide a uniform level of service across all social groups. However, alongside results of the sub-regression, this analysis shows that engaging transit agencies in strategies that elevate the access to opportunities for transport-disadvantaged groups has positive outcomes for low-income populations and communities of color.

Conclusion
Differences in the way that transit agencies organize themselves, make decisions, and distribute transit service are very important in terms of the ultimate delivery of services and for service quality. Public participation matters – how much voice residents and riders get in terms of service delivery and funding decisions is positively related to their relative degree of destination accessibility. The relationship of funding priorities to transit service outcomes is complex, but more robust figures that reflect established spending patterns are more reliable than data that reflects only recent investments. Transit agency organizational elements have different impacts on work versus non-work locations as well as on different social groups, notably the general population versus those with limited transportation options.

This study presents one of the first empirical examinations of the effect of transit agency organizational elements on destination accessibility outcomes. Several potential areas of future research have been identified that speak to both destination accessibility research and urban public service research. First, the role of transit funding structures and the nature of their influence in defining access to opportunities remains unclear. As transit agencies struggle to cover basic costs, the formula that agencies employ for allocating funds between purposes must be evaluated in the context of its effects on service delivery. Agencies must ensure that funds are spent and distributed in a way that enhances or at least maintains a certain degree of destination accessibility for all users. Second, the factors that shape access to work destinations remain vague. Third, future research could extend the scope of the organizational elements that may shape destination outcomes.

One limitation of this analysis is the lack of data availability with respect to within-agency variations in organizational elements. Future research looking into the quality of public transit services, including accessibility outcomes, must take a detailed look at the full range of elements that shape the delivery of services. This work should make efforts to include data that reflects highly localized variations in the transit service delivery to estimate differences across social groups and between different communities or neighborhoods. As demonstrated in this paper, local indicators of outcomes, included here as transit-based accessibility scores, are robust and reliable indicators of service quality that reflect
the tangible utility of transit service to users. It is my hope that future research similarly explores the use of accessibility scores as reflections of local transit service quality.
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Introduction

Many scholars who are considered critical transportation planners are also vocal advocates of the adoption of accessibility-based planning principles in local planning practices (Cervero 2005; Handy 2002; Litman 2013). As opposed to traditional mobility-based approaches that prioritize the movement of vehicles through the network (Lucas 2004a; Walker 2008, 2011; Whitelegg 1997), accessibility-based planning emphasizes the outcomes experienced by users, including the reliability of service and the degree to which people are able to travel to the places they need or want to go (Ewing 1995; Lucas 2004b; Martens 2006; Papa et al. 2015). Accessibility-based planning is believed to not only be progressive and promote social equity with respect to destination access, but is seen as reflecting the true ‘goals’ of transportation systems, i.e. getting people to the places they need or want to go (Cervero 2005; Litman 2013; Martens 2015; Salomon and Mokhtarian 1998; Wachs and Kumagai 1973). Planning practices that enhance accessibility outcomes are also relevant for academics that engage social exclusion theory, a framework for understanding the institutional barriers that prohibit full participation in social and civic life (Church, Frost, and Sullivan 2000; Madanipour 1998; Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009; Ureta 2008). As the means by which people physically access places, transportation can be both a barrier to social inclusion and a means for overcoming exclusionary obstacles. Although the relationship between social mobility and transportation planning is often overlooked, social exclusion theory clarifies the significance of prioritizing accessibility in transportation planning policies and practices for a variety of social outcomes.

Despite the promises and potential benefits associated with accessibility-based planning practices, whether or not local transportation planning practitioners are actively moving beyond traditional approaches to planning and addressing issues of accessibility via targeted planning practices and protocols remains largely unknown, as is whether or not these practices have an observable impact on people’s actual experiences. Given the emphasis on accessibility-based planning for encouraging positive,
inclusion-enhancing social outcomes in the academic literature, the lack of clarity with respect to the tangible effects of accessibility-based planning is a significant oversight. The present analysis is a response to this research gap, and asks two questions: first, to what degree do local planning practitioners move beyond traditional mobility-oriented approaches and incorporate accessibility-based planning principles in their regular service design and evaluation protocols? Second, what is the impact of an accessibility-based planning orientation on accessibility outcomes?

This research specifically engages public transportation as a site of inquiry. Issues of institutional accountability around accessibility outcomes are particularly significant with respect to public transportation service, as are issues of social exclusion. Not only are most mass transit services public resources administered by government agencies, but their very existence is premised on enabling people to travel to places they would otherwise be unable to go. More significantly, public transit is the mode of transit disproportionately relied upon by those socioeconomic and demographic groups most at risk for social disadvantage (Giuliano 2005; Lucas 2012; Pucher and Renne 2003; Puentes and Tomer 2011). This analysis is therefore both an evaluation of the incorporation and effectiveness of accessibility-based planning practices, as well as an investigation into an important institutional driver of social mobility.

This study relies on both qualitative and quantitative techniques. The first part of this analysis is a review of the service delivery standards developed by nine U.S. public transit agencies to establish the degree to which accessibility-based planning practices are being engaged in local transportation planning practices. Using evidence gathered from these documents, transit agencies are considered as either accessibility-oriented or mobility-oriented. To gauge the impact of an accessibility-based orientation on accessibility outcomes, the second part of this analysis draws on quantitative destination accessibility scores developed in a previous analysis. These scores are highly localized measures of access that can be aggregated and modeled to illustrate how differences in orientation affect the experiences of urban transit riders. Results show that while incorporation of accessibility-based planning is limited, the impacts of accessibility-based planning on the outcomes experienced by users are not as robust as the literature suggests. These findings suggest that the determinants of destination accessibility are complex, and
addressing accessibility through targeted transportation planning guidelines and policies is not a silver bullet for more robust destination accessibility outcomes. However, rather than invalidating the effectiveness of accessibility-based techniques, this research encourages the further exploration of accessibility-conscious issues and planning approaches to gain a deeper sense as to what policies and protocols would be most effective for affecting more robust accessibility outcomes.

**Literature Review**

**Traditional Transportation Planning in Practice: The Emphasis on Mobility**

Within academic and applied transportation research circles, ‘mobility’ is widely recognized as the traditional ‘paradigm’ that has long guided urban transportation planning (Ganning 2014; Levine, Grengs, Quingyun Shen, et al. 2012; Litman 2013; Martens 2015). The term and concept of mobility is likely familiar to most people, which simply refers to one’s actual ability to get around, or the base potential for movement (Handy 2002, 2005; Martens 2015). Mobility is therefore about motion, travel, and moving about different places in space. Under the mobility paradigm, the primary task facing transportation agencies and planners is ensuring the continual optimization of travel itself via the transportation network’s internal performance (Coppola and Papa 2013). In other words, maximizing the efficient and timely movement of vehicles and/or people through a transportation network is the primary motivation of most if not all transportation planning efforts (Lucas 2004a; Walker 2008, 2011; Whitelegg 1997). Speed and travel time are classic indicators of mobility, and are the chief factors by which existing and proposed services are designed and evaluated (Ewing 1993, 1995; Handy 2005; Levine, Grengs, Qingyun Shen, et al. 2012; Levinson, Krizek, and Gillen 2005; Martens 2015). Other commonly used mobility measures include volume-to-capacity ratios, the number of trips made, or the number of miles travelled by individuals, households, or cars within a network (Handy 2005).

Although emphasizing transportation network performance may seem like a logical goal, practitioners’ focus on mobility has long been a target of criticism in academic circles for several related reasons (Martens 2015). The technical criticism argues that by prioritizing speed and travel time as the
factors that best reflect the effectiveness of transportation networks, planners implicitly incentivize the private automobile as the best and most efficient mode of transportation (Cervero 1997). This not only undermines the legitimacy of public transit service and other travel modes like biking and walking, but in the words of some, “directs attention to the wrong problems” (Martens 2015:18). Under the mobility paradigm, congestion is public enemy number one. Transportation interventions and initiatives designed to decrease congestion and improve speed or travel time tend to focus on expansion of the transportation network, increasing the speed traveled through the network, or removing obstacles that make high-speed, long-distance movement fast and convenient. Despite intentions, these strategies not only make congestion worse (Duranton and Turner 2011; Handy 2015; Litman 2016, Puentes 2015), but a mobility-based planning orientation exacerbates negative impacts on the built environment, environmental and public health, urban sustainability, and accessible land use patterns (see Cervero 1997; Ewing 1993; Squires 2002; or Squires and Kubrin 2005 for a more detailed discussion).

In addition to the technical concerns with the traditional approach, critical transportation scholars have also questioned the elevation of vehicles above people as the orienting ‘goal’ that drives transportation planning and subsequent investment decisions. Despite the acknowledgement that transportation networks are a) infrastructure tools built largely at the expense of and in the interest of the public, and b) are critical for enabling social inclusion and mobility, the applied transportation policy and planning community in the United States has historically been seen as ambivalent about social welfare and advocacy (Hine and Mitchell 2001; Lucas 2004a, 2012; Root 2003; Whitelegg 1997). This has arguably led to a deeper engagement with accessibility as a dimension of social exclusion and an indicator of social well-being on the part of the academic transportation research community.

**The Significance of Transportation Planning to Social Inclusion**

Social exclusion theory is a theoretical framework seeks to understand how and why some people and social groups are able to be upwardly mobile and experience a good quality of life, while others seem to be chronically left behind. Social exclusion theory emphasizes those obstacles both tangible and
intangible that prevent people from fully participating in society (Stanley and Vella-Brodrick 2009; Ureta 2008). These obstacles are disincentives to participation – literal and metaphorical barriers to access. The shape of these barriers can take many forms, including physical, monetary, or value-based barriers such as racism or xenophobia (Silver and Miller 2003). Perpetuated by institutional rather than individual forces, processes of social exclusion are self-perpetuating and reinforcing, as the disadvantage that leads to social exclusion begets more disadvantages, and complicates the channels by which exclusion can be overcome (Church et al. 2000; Clifton and Lucas 2004).

Transportation is a critical dimension of social exclusion. In order to be engaged as a full member of society, to exercise civic engagement, and to benefit from the resources that society has to offer, people must be able to access opportunities. These opportunities include but are not limited to education, employment, healthcare, and civic events. The ability to physically travel to places that promote social capital and the ability to exercise voice and agency is a significant determinant of social outcomes. Clifton and Lucas (2004) cogently summarize the cyclical and infusive nature of the lack of adequate transportation, and explain how this can reverberate throughout various dimensions of a person’s life and generate negative, enduring results:

> In a highly mobile society, a lack of adequate transport provision means that individuals become cut off from employment, education, and training and other opportunities. This in turn perpetuates their inability to secure a living wage and thus to fully participate in society. Poor access to healthy affordable food, primary and secondary healthcare and social services exacerbates the health inequalities that are already evident among low-income groups, further reducing their life chances. People can become housebound, isolated and cut off from friends, family, and other social networks. This can seriously undermine their quality of life and, in extreme circumstances, may lead to social alienation, disengagement, and thus, undermined social cohesion (ibid:29).

The consequences of transportation disadvantage are significant because the majority of those at risk for social exclusion – including low-income and minority groups (Lucas 2012; Silver and Miller 2003) - are usually those most likely to lack adequate means of travel (Blumenberg and Ong 2001; Giuliano 2003; Pucher and Renne 2003). Transportation disadvantage and social exclusion are, in technical terms, mutually exclusive because not everyone who is disadvantaged is excluded, and vice-versa. But transportation disadvantage itself is key a barrier to social inclusion, because the lack of reliable and
adequate transportation is a major disincentive that undermines the ability or willingness of people to travel in the first place. Ensuring adequate access to convenient, reliable, and high-quality transportation services that go places people need and want is thus a key response to a critical and prohibitive barrier of social exclusion.

The challenges of being socially excluded and transportation disadvantaged are difficult to overcome because transportation is an institutional barrier that is the product of decisions and values held by public agencies and administrators. The great utility of the social exclusion framework is that it clarifies the lineage of accountability for the outcomes rendered by social institutions. Specifically, the drivers of adverse outcomes must be traced “back to the values, processes, and actions of key delivery agencies, which are seen to have systematically excluded certain individuals, groups, or communities from the benefits of their policy decisions and practices” (Lucas 2012:106). With respect to influencing transportation behaviors and outcomes, policymakers and planners, as well as the standards and guidelines they adhere to in their regular planning practices, are obvious sites of consequence.

Following the process of social exclusion down the line from a transportation disadvantage perspective thus eventually brings us to the details of transportation policy and planning protocols – or the aforementioned ‘values, processes, and actions’ of transportation agencies. The guidelines that planners adhere to when designing services directly impact the effort and ease with which people can access not only the network itself, but the final destinations they are intending to go. While traditional planning practices focus on the movement of vehicles through a network, alternative accessibility-based planning paradigms that emphasize the end-result of transportation systems – the quality and utility of the system to users – have found a large advocacy base within the critical academic transportation community because of the anticipated impacts of such practices. Although there are many approaches to addressing issues of accessibility, practices that emphasize an accessibility orientation emphasize the social utility of transportation networks to users, in contrast to the aforementioned mobility-based approaches that primarily focus on movement.
Defining and Applying Accessibility as a Transportation Paradigm

While the concept of and connection to social exclusion is not made explicit in U.S. academic transportation literature, the principles that define an accessibility orientation directly engage the issues of social exclusion. Compared with mobility, ‘accessibility’ has proven to be a decidedly more difficult term to define. In fact, it has been suggested that of the lack of attention to accessibility issues in urban transportation planning practices is in part due to the difficulty many practitioners have comprehending and operationalizing the concept (Ganning 2014; Koenig 1980). In the academic literature, accessibility broadly refers to ‘the ease of reaching destinations’ (Levine and Garb 2002), but has also been used to mean ‘the opportunity or potential for interaction’ (Handy 2005; Handy and Niemeier 1997). If the essence of mobility is movement, the essence of accessibility refers to what can be done with this movement. In the words of one transportation scholar, the concept of accessibility “expresses what is possibly the major function of cities: i.e. providing opportunities for easy interaction or exchange” (Koenig 1980:169).

Many scholars treat the concepts of accessibility and mobility as if they are mutually exclusive when in fact, the degree of access available to people or vehicles in a system initially depends on mobility-based elements (Levine and Garb 2002). A person cannot access people or destinations if they are not mobile, rendering mobility itself a key factor that determines accessibility outcomes (Berdica 2002; Coppola and Papa 2013; Levine, Grengs, Qingyun Shen, et al. 2012). However, while it is true that planning practices must at some level and some point attend to elements of mobility, planning for accessibility moves a step beyond mobility approaches and addresses a larger scope and vision of the utility of a transportation network. Rather than limiting the planning vision to the transportation network itself, accessibility planning also involves attention to land use, variations in travel needs and behaviors, and a reliable sense of the places that people need and want to go. If planning for mobility is reaching the finish line, planning for accessibility is going the extra mile, and is a natural and necessary complement to traditional planning efforts (Cervero 1997).
Instead of focusing on the internal performance of the network or the ease with which vehicles move through a system, accessibility-based planning focuses on outcomes and improving the degree to which people can travel to places and gain utility from the transportation system (Coppola and Papa 2013; Lucas 2004b). Under this orientation, the main outcome of interest is the overall effect of the transportation system – i.e. the quality and variety of destinations that a user can easily access (Ewing 1995; Martens 2006; Papa et al. 2015; Wachs and Kumagai 1973). This is not to say that the evaluation of internal performance is overlooked; instead, an accessibility orientation gives planners and practitioners an opportunity to expand the scope of their activities beyond the network itself and consider viable design alternatives that will impact overall system utility. Lucas (2004b) argues that the benefits of accessibility planning are many, including the consideration of needs of groups who are often overlooked, the ability to better assess the effects of changes to a system, and ensuring consistency between policy goals. Handy and Niemeier (1997:1176) have similarly argued that the use of accessibility measures could be particularly significant in directing transportation investments towards those improvements that would be most impactful with respect to social equity and service quality.

In theory, there are many ways of incorporating and adopting accessibility principles in urban transportation planning. Given the shared goal of promoting equity and access, each has the potential to have significant impacts for social inclusion. One step is the recognition or establishment of accessibility in the mission, priority, vision, and goals at the agency level. Another approach is the formal and regular use of measures and indicators that directly reflect outcomes related to destination accessibility when establishing and evaluating services. A kaleidoscope of approaches to measuring destination accessibility have been developed in the literature (see Geurs and van Wee 2004; Handy and Niemeier 1997; Koenig 1980 for further discussion), and most are recognized as reliable indicators of transportation performance that reflect outcomes that mobility measures cannot and do not capture.

Accessibility-based approaches are believed to hold much potential for the ways in which services are designed and outcomes are realized. To paraphrase a classic example by Wachs and Kumagi (1973), consider that traditional, mobility-based approaches begin with travel demand models that
estimate the existing capacity for services. These models are based on existing service levels, and so if demand in a particular area appears low, planners are unlikely to develop or design robust transportation networks there. However, this may be a reflection of the lack of utility people derive from the network as it is presently configured rather than a lack of demand or need. Under an accessibility-based approach, the utility of existing services are first evaluated, giving planners an opportunity to update services to better meet the needs of users. A mobility approach, in effect, may perpetuate the inefficiencies that presently exist, while an accessibility approach that starts with the question of utility works to update services in the name of efficiency and destination access.

Despite the promises and potential benefits associated with accessibility-based planning practices, little about their practical application is known. A previous analysis by Handy (2002) conducted over ten years ago evaluated the presence of accessibility-oriented planning practices in four regional planning agencies in Northern California, but these agencies’ directives are broad in scope and not limited to transportation planning alone. Her research found no conclusive evidence pointing to the incorporation of accessibility-based planning. A corollary empirical oversight concerns the impact of accessibility-based planning practices on accessibility outcomes. Although they are anticipated to have positive effects on outcomes, this assumption appears to be based on speculation rather than empirical research. This research aims to fill these important research gaps by first gauging ‘if’ and ‘how’ issues of accessibility are being engaged in local planning practices, as well as what the impact of these practices actually are with respect to destination access.

**Accessibility and Mobility in Public Transportation Planning**

The analysis of accessibility-based planning practices in the context of social exclusion is particularly significant for the delivery of public transportation services. Public transit is first and foremost a public good, and its very existence is predicated on connecting origins with destinations and providing potential riders with access to jobs, schools, and other places they need or want to go (Handy 2002; Litman 2015; Miller and Wu 2000; van Wee and Geurs 2011). Further, the decisions and values
held by public transit service planners and administrators are directly manifested in the services that are delivered to users. While the drivers of private vehicles hold much agency with respect to their transportation outcomes, public transit users are beholden to the decisions made at the agency level. The effects of certain decisions and design or delivery processes are more immediately visible and impactful, and are directly related to how much utility and use transit riders derive from the system.

Second, the emphasis on destination accessibility is also uniquely important for public transit agencies because of public transit’s significance for overcoming social exclusion among those who are most at risk. Fan, Guthrie, and Levinson (2012) eloquently argue that the service that public transit provides is “more than a means of transportation. It serves as a key component in addressing poverty, unemployment and equal opportunity goals” (ibid:28). Members of disadvantaged social groups are disproportionately members of zero-vehicle households (Puentes and Tomer 2011) and thus are most at risk for experiencing transportation disadvantage (Lucas 2009). Additionally, members of disadvantaged social groups as well as members of zero-vehicle households are two of the most dedicated and reliable riders of public transportation services; in fact, most of these riders rely on public transit service as their primary means of transportation (Giuliano 2003; Giuliano, Hu, and Lee 2001; Pucher and Renne 2003; Puentes and Tomer 2011). Incorporating principles of accessibility in public transit service planning and evaluation is thus not just a matter of prioritizing the true goals of transportation planning, but also a matter of contributing to the social equity, social mobility, and social inclusion on the part of those who most stand to benefit from it.

Existing research has established that organizational characteristics and elements of public transit agencies are important drivers of outcomes related to accessibility and thus social exclusion, and as such are relevant and important sites for scrutiny and analysis. These findings indicate that the way that transit agencies organize themselves, including how they prioritize expenditures and investments and the degree of public input in decision-making, has an impact on both overall accessibility outcomes as well as for outcomes experienced by those at risk for social exclusion and transportation disadvantage (Williams 2016b, Hine and Mitchell 2001). The present research thus explores public transportation systems as
institutional drivers of social mobility as well as extends existing analysis by clarifying the degree to which accessibility-focused planning orientations additionally matter as an agency-level characteristic in shaping accessibility outcomes.

**Methods**

This analysis is divided into two parts. To evaluate the observed impact of accessibility practices, it is first necessary to establish whether or not they have been adopted. To initially assess the degree to which accessibility-based planning practices are being incorporated by local public transit agencies, I build upon a qualitative approach developed by Handy (2002). Handy’s work is similar to the present study in asking about the degree to which planning practitioners emphasize an accessibility orientation, but Handy’s analysis is limited to four regional metropolitan planning agencies in Northern California that are broad in scope and not only include but heavily emphasize the roadway network and vehicle travel. Of great utility is the rubric Handy developed to classify agency goals, measures, and strategies. Although the present analysis focuses solely on the orientations of public transportation agencies rather than on regional planning organizations, much of the criteria and coding rationale used to develop the rubric and classify evidence draws on Handy’s previous research.

This work reviews the published documents that specify the goals and service standards or evaluation metrics used by nine of the largest public transportation agencies in the United States (see Table 1). Service standards are the codified design and service delivery guidelines that establish where transit vehicles go, how often, how many passengers can be carried, hours of operation, and so on. Service standards documents formalize an agency’s objectives and policies with respect to the elements required for the successful delivery of services. Although some agencies might engage in service design and delivery practices that are not publicly disclosed or described in the materials included in this analysis, the published service standards documents are the most official guidelines and procedures that each agency uses. As seen in Table 1, the documents included in this analysis also reflect standards adopted as recently as 2015 or as early as 2001. Two of the documents – from Chicago and Denver – are fourteen
and fifteen years old, respectively. However, these documents are the most recent service standards guidelines that have been made public by each agency, this analysis presumes that these documents are the most valid for reflecting current design and evaluation policies and protocols.

Although most if not all public transit agencies have adopted formal service standards, not all agencies make their standards public; among those that do, the formats in which standards and guidelines are presented can vary widely. For example, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) publishes their service standards in annual evaluation and assessment reports that review trends in the key performance indicators the agency values such as on-time performance and reliability. In Seattle, the King County Metro publishes their standards as part of a biannually-updated long-term strategic plan. Despite variations in presentation, each document includes common elements. At a minimum, each of the documents used in this analysis include a statement on the mission and goal or goals of each agency; an overview of the technical standards and delivery protocols adhered to by transit service planners; and a description of how each agency evaluates its own progress in meeting goals and service standards. As the evaluation metrics are often direct measures of how well the agency meets its own goals with respect to various service standards, the specific indicators used in performance assessment are often duplicative but can also touch on other outcomes the agency is interested in tracking. Regardless of how each document is organized, these documents present formal opportunities to express the priorities and processes that define a transit agency’s paradigmatic orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Document Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA)</td>
<td>Service Delivery Policy</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Chicago Transit Authority (CTA)</td>
<td>Service Standards</td>
<td>July 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD)</td>
<td>Service Standards</td>
<td>December 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro)</td>
<td>Transit Service Policy</td>
<td>October 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>Miami-Dade Transit (MDT)</td>
<td>Service Standards</td>
<td>December 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In each document, I look for evidence that indicates the degree to which each agency’s stated a) mission and goals, b) service standards and delivery guidelines, and c) evaluation metrics emphasize and incorporate references to accessibility and move beyond a traditional focus on mobility. I first identify each document element under review, and then identify those passages that reflect either an accessibility or mobility orientation according to a coding rubric (Table 2). I include examples of mobility approaches in the coding rubric in order to both identify them and understand when agencies were moving beyond them. Broadly understood, mobility criteria are those associated with the transit system itself, while accessibility criteria are those associated with the utility and value of transit to riders.

With respect to an agency’s stated mission and goals, I include Handy’s criteria of the words ‘mobility’ or ‘accessibility’, but hesitate to place too much emphasis on these pieces of evidence given the vagueness surrounding the definition of accessibility at the practitioner level. Instead, I focus on the qualities of transit service that each mission and goals statement emphasizes. Prioritizing the performance of the system over the degree to which the system works for users is a clear indication of a mobility orientation. Specific mobility goals might include, for example, increasing ridership or decreasing the amount of time users are engaged in travel. Meanwhile, goals associated with land use, destination access, or improving the utility of transit for dependent or vulnerable riders is evidence of an accessibility orientation.

With respect to service standards and evaluation metrics, standards and indicators that mimic traditional level of service measurements of capacity and speed are reflections of a mobility orientation. These include vehicle capacity, service frequency, and measures associated with the use of transit vehicles, such as distance and coverage area. On the other hand, indicators that incorporate accessibility
principles are focused on the quality of service and service outcomes as experienced by riders. These include the availability of service, the number or share of destinations that are accessible via transit, or how well-connected various modes and transit elements are. Even though equity metrics are often incorporated in service planning processes to satisfy Title VI mandates, standards and measures that account for differences in the quality of services or the outcomes experienced by users are also accessibility metrics, because they reflect variations in user-specific outcomes associated with the utility of transit service. However, as Title VI requires that equity assessments are conducted when significant service changes are proposed, only when agencies incorporate equity metrics as part of their regular and ongoing service design and delivery processes are they considered evidence of an accessibility orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Service Standards and/or Evaluation Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mobility    | • Mention ‘mobility’  
• Increase ridership  
• Emphasize qualities of the transit system itself | • Vehicle capacity  
• Cost per person or vehicle revenue mile  
• Service coverage  
• Service frequency  
• Miles travelled  
• Number of trips taken  
• Travel distance  
• Travel speed |
| Accessibility | • Mention ‘accessibility’  
• Improve ease of access to destinations  
• Development of multimodal transportation network  
• Provide transportation services for dependent riders | • Service availability  
• Destination accessibility  
• Number of modal options available  
• Proximity to transit  
• Network connectivity  
• Differences in service quality by demographic group or social market  
• Rider communication tools |

I have adopted a binary coding scheme to categorize the agencies included in this analysis. This coding scheme reflects whether or not agencies demonstrate any evidence of an accessibility orientation. In short, agencies either do, or they do not, prioritize and design services with an eye towards accessibility. Agencies that do not incorporate accessibility but rather adhere to traditional planning practices are thus considered to be mobility-oriented. This approach is an acknowledgement that the approaches agencies take for service planning, and the ‘extra step’ of incorporating or addressing accessibility, can take many
forms. Rather than establish hierarchical thresholds that rank agencies according to variations in the means by which accessibility is prioritized and an accessibility perspective is adopted, this research seeks to establish whether or not accessibility principles are being incorporated at all - and if so, in what ways. The two-tiered coding scheme I have applied is therefore more than sufficient for the purposes of the present analysis.

The second part of this analysis investigates the degree to which accessibility-based planning practices actually matter for accessibility outcomes. A previous analysis by this author generated scores that quantitatively indicate the relative degrees of access to destinations of opportunity – specifically, places that offer educational, employment, and recreational opportunities – from every block-group in 12 cities nationwide, including the 9 included in the present work. Accessibility scores are aggregated across destination type and standardized by the same method within each city so as to be comparable across cities (see Williams 2016a for a more detailed description of the generation of these scores). To illustrate variations in accessibility outcomes across agencies exhibiting evidence of either a mobility-based or accessibility-based planning orientation, average accessibility scores are calculated for each city as well as averaged across cities showing evidence of either a mobility-based or accessibility-based orientation. A regression model is also developed that estimates block-group level scores as a function of orientation among other factors that have been shown to affect accessibility outcomes to better understand the localized effect of an accessibility-based planning paradigm. These factors include demographic and land use characteristics such as the concentration of renters and zero-vehicle households, and the density of employment. Data that reflects the socioeconomic, demographic, and land use composition of each block group is gathered from the American Community Survey’s 2013 5-year dataset.

**Findings**

The results of the first part of this analysis show a fair amount of variation in terms of the degree to which public transit agencies are adopting an accessibility orientation and responding to issues of social exclusion in their regular and routinized planning practices. Some agencies acknowledge and
define accessibility in their goals and mission statements, and some have incorporated accessibility indicators in their regular service planning and evaluation processes. It is important to emphasize that while some agencies are more comprehensive in their incorporation of accessibility principles, by no means can any of the agencies under study be said to represent a ‘gold standard’ in this area. Rather, these agencies have demonstrated some extent of an accessibility orientation relative to the other agencies included in this analysis. In this sense, they demonstrate that the adoption of an accessibility orientation in large public transit agencies is possible, even if only to a small degree. On the other hand, several agencies included in this analysis show no evidence of an accessibility orientation whatsoever. This means that none of the elements of the service delivery plan reflect the regular engagement of rider-oriented outcomes, knowledge of land use patterns, flexibility around service scheduling, or accessibility-based criteria to any measurable degree. Therefore, while some agencies do exhibit some degree of an accessibility orientation, there is much work to be done with respect to substantively and comprehensively engaging issues of accessibility and social exclusion at local levels in public transportation planning.

**Agencies Demonstrating Evidence of an Accessibility Orientation**

Five out of the nine agencies included in this analysis exhibit evidence of some degree of an accessibility orientation: the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA); the Port Authority of Allegheny County; serving Pittsburgh; the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA), serving Philadelphia; the King County Metro Transit, serving Seattle; and the Regional Transportation District, serving Denver. This means that these agencies show evidence of moving beyond basic mobility-oriented service standards to address and incorporate accessibility in the everyday delivery of services. These agencies show strengths in different areas of service planning: Pittsburgh’s Port Authority of Allegheny County is thorough in defining and operationalizing the terms it uses to describe goals and service outcomes, while Seattle’s King County Metro Transit has gone so far as to include an accessibility metric that parallels
those used in academic research. The evidence collected through this analysis strongly suggests that these transit agencies are leading the way in terms of the incorporation of accessibility-based planning practices.

**Table 3: Agencies Demonstrating Significant Evidence of an Accessibility Orientation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission/Goals</th>
<th>Standards</th>
<th>Evaluation Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Transit Authority</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Authority of Allegheny County (Pittsburgh)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (Philadelphia)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King County Metro Transit (Seattle)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Transportation District (Denver)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mission and Goals**

Three out of five of these transit agencies express a strong accessibility orientation in their goals and mission statements by acknowledging the role of transit in social and economic outcomes rather than focusing on the state of the system itself. For example, the mission of the CTA (Chicago) is “to deliver quality, affordable transit services that link people, jobs, and communities” (Chicago Transit Authority 2001:3), and the agency’s goals include ensuring the design of equitable transit service and responding to “changing travel patterns and new market opportunities” (ibid:7). In Philadelphia, SEPTA’s mission dedicates the agency to “delivering safe, reliable, sustainable, accessible, and customer-focused transit services, contributing to the region’s economic vitality, sustainability, and enhanced quality of life” (Southeastern Pennsylvania Public Transit Authority 2014:5). Each of these statements acknowledges the role of transit in achieving larger social and environmental outcomes: the CTA explicitly links transit provision with the goal of connecting people to opportunity, and SEPTA recognizes its role in enhancing regional planning goals.

In Pittsburgh, the Port Authority’s mission is “to provide quality transit service in a manner that is efficient, effective, and equitable” (Port Authority of Allegheny County 2015:4). Despite the brevity of the statement, the Port Authority is unique in explicitly defining what each of these characteristics means to them. The way the Port Authority defines equity is particularly notable: “In order to foster widespread mobility, the Authority shall strive to provide targeted and representative service to populations within
Allegheny County with a greater need for transit so as not to allow a disproportionate burden to fall upon these populations. Operations targeting these groups should at minimum provide a proportion of services equal or greater to that which the sub-population represents as a portion of the total population” (ibid). Not only does the Authority implicitly acknowledge its role as the primary means for connecting people to destinations, it defines the groups it considers most vulnerable and emphasizes the need to provide more than standard services within these communities. The Authority even moves beyond those populations protected by Title VI to include other social markets that are at risk for transportation disadvantage and social exclusion.

Service Standards

An accessibility orientation notwithstanding, the specific service design guidelines and standards adhered to by transit agencies are often similar across agencies. Although specific targets and guidelines may vary between agencies, the vast majority of agencies have defined minimum thresholds and guidelines for elements such as service coverage, span of service, frequency of service, vehicle capacity, and vehicle productivity. Each of these elements is reflective of mobility principles, which is expected given the necessity of these standards for the basic delivery of service. However, the high-performing agencies reviewed in this analysis establish operating guidelines that go beyond mobility-based elements.

The CTA (Chicago), the Port Authority (Pittsburgh), the RTD (Denver), and SEPTA (Philadelphia) acknowledge and account for transit dependency, variations and changes in land use, and other social and environmental factors when making service adjustments. For example, with respect to service coverage, the CTA’s service standards document states that “Due to population and employment shifts in the service area, CTA regularly makes adjustments in its service to reflect changing markets” (Chicago Transit Authority 2001:12). The CTA further notes that “Routes are designed to operate as directly as possible”, but that “there are times when a route deviation is recommended to bring service closer to a major trip generator such as an employer” (ibid:13). Similarly in Pittsburgh, the Port Authority’s standards include the caveat that “routes should operate along pathways that connect the
greatest number of people to the greatest number of destinations, so as to carry out the mission of the Authority with the greatest effect” (Port Authority of Allegheny County 2015:7). Another Port Authority guideline is to minimize route deviations, but the Authority acknowledges that “there are many instances when the deviation of service off of the most direct route is appropriate, for example to provide service to major shopping centers, employment sites, schools, etc.” (ibid).

Seattle’s King County Metro Transit Authority defines fewer service guidelines than other agencies, but makes the most robust commitment to accessibility in its initial design of services. In King County, transit service is implemented and distributed based on three factors: the number of households and jobs in areas near proposed service, the share of “historically disadvantaged” populations near proposed service, and land use factors. According to the service standards document, “These factors give Metro a way to take into account the elements that make transit successful as well as the populations and areas that must be served to support social equity and deliver geographic value” (King County Metro Transit 2015:3). Incorporating knowledge and measures of who would benefit and what the utility of the service would be in providing access to jobs is a clear reflection of accessibility principles. Planners are focusing on what the potential outcomes could be to both riders and the economy at-large.

Denver’s RTD includes a ‘Standard for Service for Transit-Dependent Persons and to Social Service Destinations’. In practice, this standard reduces the thresholds on other standards in order to ensure services are provided to transit-dependent people and key resource-based destinations even when technical expectations are not being met. But unlike other agencies, the RTD offers a definition to clarify who they consider to be transit-dependent as “riders who either live in a household which does not own a car or who have a physical or mental disability that prevents the transit patron from driving a car” (Regional Transportation District 2002:16). Social Service destinations are also defined, as “those destinations that are provided as a public service that may not have consistently sufficient ridership to otherwise warrant the establishment or continuation of a route or route segment” (ibid). Examples include courthouses, hospital, schools, and other public institutions. While the RTD clarifies that this standard does not guarantee a minimum level of service to these patrons, the agency includes this standard to
ensure that regardless of technical efficiency, transit service exists for these patrons and to or from these destinations.

Service Evaluation

In terms of ongoing service assessment practices, many of the agencies included in this analysis (who are doing well on accessibility and otherwise) evaluate performance in terms of how well the actual delivery of services match the predetermined thresholds that are established as service standards. For example, the Port Authority (Pittsburgh) evaluates the equity of transit services by measuring the proportion of transit trips and the percent of the total transit service area that serves low-income and minority populations. However, some agencies extend their evaluation to include elements for which no service standards have been established. The CTA (Chicago) has established ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ criteria through which to evaluate proposed service changes, including expansions and reductions. Although each primary criterion is a reflection of mobility-based planning principles (measuring net cost per passenger, fare revenue, and effects on service coverage), several secondary criteria do incorporate accessibility, including key characteristics of the existing market and the contribution of each service change to policy objectives.

The King County Metro Transit (Seattle) agency is one of the most advanced in terms of its incorporation of accessibility principles, and nowhere is this better evidenced than in the measures the agency uses to evaluate progress towards meeting its stated goals, objectives, and strategies (2015). Progress towards the agency’s Human Potential goal (which seeks to “provide equitable opportunities for people from all areas of King County to access the public transportation system”) evaluation metrics include the population and number of jobs within ¼ mile walk to a transit stop, the percent of households in low-income and low-income areas within ¼ mile walk to transit, and the average number of jobs and households accessible within 30 minutes countywide by social group (ibid:6). Each of these measures is an explicit acknowledgement of the utility and convenience of transit to riders. The last measure – the number of jobs and households within 30 minutes via transit - is an accessibility indicator in its truest
sense: a direct, socially comparable measure of how well transit is connecting people to destinations.

King County Metro Transit is the only agency out of the nine included in this analysis to incorporate an accessibility measure in its ongoing service evaluation process.

Agencies Demonstrating Evidence of a Traditional Mobility Orientation

Four of the nine agencies included in this analysis fail to indicate any evidence of an accessibility orientation or incorporate accessibility-based practices in their ongoing planning processes: the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) serving Boston; the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Agency (LACMTA), Miami-Dade Transit (MDT), and the Washington Area Metropolitan Transit Authority (WMATA). Although some of these agencies’ service standards documents are among the briefest out of all documents reviewed, as demonstrated by the agencies reviewed above, there are many opportunities for agencies to acknowledge and incorporate accessibility-based principles into routinized design and delivery procedures. The oversight in addressing issues of accessibility by agencies limits the utility of public transit for overcoming barriers to social exclusion and call into question the values and principles that these agencies prioritize.

Table 5: Agencies Demonstrating Limited Evidence of an Accessibility Orientation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission / Goals</th>
<th>Standard s</th>
<th>Evaluatio n Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (Boston)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority (Los Angeles)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami-Dade Transit (Miami)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Area Metropolitan Transit Authority (Washington DC)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mission

The mission statements of these four low-performing agencies tend to focus solely on qualities of the transit system itself, without acknowledgement of the utility or role of transit to quality of life, sustainability, or connecting people with opportunities. For example, the mission statement of Boston’s MBTA states, “the MBTA is a dedicated world-class transit system built upon customer service
excellence, accessibility, reliability, state-of-the-art technology, and a diverse workforce that reflects our commitment to the communities we serve” (Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 2010:3); Miami Dade Transit’s mission is “to meet the needs of the public for the highest quality transit service: safe, reliable, efficient, and courteous” (ibid); and LACMTA (Los Angeles) defines their mission as being “responsible for the continuous improvement of an efficient and effective transportation system that is sustainable for Los Angeles County” (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 2015:10). These statements suggest that rather than being oriented towards the purpose and utility of transit service, these agencies establish their mission as oriented towards the system itself. Among these agencies, system performance is the penultimate task of transit planning. Although a high performance system may be more effective in the delivery of services, the emphasis is on maximizing the capacity of vehicles and infrastructure rather than on riders or the actual utility of the system. These agencies also largely fail to include definitions of what ‘efficient’, ‘effective’, or ‘reliable’ means in practice or how these qualities are realized through goals and outcomes.

Service Standards

Like the high-performing agencies reviewed above, the specific service standards that each agency has established as valuable for their service delivery are often consistent in form and in reflecting mobility-based planning principles. However, unlike the more advanced agencies, the MBTA, LACTMA, MDT, and WMATA fail to go beyond mobility-based standards to additionally address and incorporate accessibility-oriented service guidelines and delivery standards. For example, Miami’s MDT lists six service standards that guide service delivery: route design, schedule design, service delivery, passenger comfort and safety, and route performance and productivity (Miami-Dade Transit 2009). These standards again define specific delivery thresholds and guidelines, including how far apart bus stops should be, on-time performance requirements, and the anticipated net cost per passenger. LACMTA’s service design guidelines are more comprehensive, and include standards for vehicle headways, frequencies, passenger loading ratios, route alignment, bus route length, and span of service (Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority 2015). On the other hand, the Washington, DC-area’s WMATA describes just three service-specific guidelines: hours of service, headways, and passengers-per-car (aka vehicle load) (Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 2015).

The service standards defined here are focused solely on the efficiency of vehicles moving through the transit network. Although some agencies, notably LACMTA in LA and MDT in Miami, allow for bus route deviation in consideration of new land uses that might benefit from transit service, this deviation is only allowed when the net ‘cost’ of the deviation is 5 minutes or less (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 2015; Miami-Dade Transit 2009). This caveat reduces the applicability of the flexibility rule as well as the utility or impact on tangible rider experiences.

In the context of evidence collected from high-performing agencies, there are many missed opportunities in this set of service standards documents for agencies to expand protocols and strategies to address accessibility. Some are more obvious than others. For example, in explaining how the agency weighs whether or not to design or redesign a bus route, the MDT service standards document indicates that employment and transit dependency are factors that are taken into consideration. However, the document does not offer any indication as to how these considerations are made, or what thresholds must be met in order to establish new or changed services. DC’s WMATA system also fails to make direct connections between its stated goals and the means by which the agency defines and evaluates services. One of WMATA’s stated goals is to “improve regional mobility and connect communities”, but as demonstrated above, none of the service standards (that double as evaluation metrics) that WMATA describes indicate any attention whatsoever is paid to connectivity, rider outcomes, or the degree to which transit can be used to access destinations.

Service Evaluation

The failure to incorporate accessibility-based principles into service design guidelines and delivery standards lays the groundwork for the oversight of these elements as evaluation metrics. If accessibility has not been incorporated to this point as either a stated goal or a defining element of an
agency’s service delivery and distribution, it is unlikely that agencies would address accessibility-based elements as performance indicators. For example, evaluation of WMATA (Washington, DC) and MBTA (Boston) is primarily a reflection of how well the agency’s actual delivery of services stacks up against its predefined service standards. In the MBTA, there are two levels to the service planning process, one that is continual and ongoing, and another that is in response to the need to update the Service Standards themselves. Changes to MBTA services are considered by evaluating the impacts of potential service adjustments in terms of average cost per passenger, changes in ridership, or effects on travel time, for example. In each of these low-performance agencies, the vast majority of the criteria used to assess and update services are reflections of mobility values.

Unlike other agencies, the service design and routing guidelines established by LACMTA (Los Angeles) are not the same qualities by which services are evaluated. Instead, after services have been planned and designed, a separate set of service performance indicators are used to evaluate service performance. These evaluation measures include availability, quality, quantity, and effectiveness. Quality is measured through on-time performance and the number of customer complaints; quantity is measured in terms of headway standards, service frequency, and passenger loading; and effectiveness is measured through boardings per service hour, cost per passenger mile, passengers per seat mile, and the ‘route performance index’ - a score that reflects per-passenger monetary return on investment. As they are measures of how well the system performs as a means of the base potential for movement, each of these measures are mobility-oriented. Accessibility is included as one indicator of service availability, but upon closer inspection, is more of a coverage standard requiring that service must be provided within one-quarter mile of 99% of all Census tracts in the service area. An additional evaluative metric that measures connectivity is in many respects a reflection of accessibility-oriented practices because ensuring alignment between services works to maximize the efficiency of the system with respect to ultimate destination access. However, given the comprehensive nature of the LACTMA (Los Angeles) document and the separation of evaluation indicators from service standards, the agency has neglected to incorporate accessibility in its overall evaluation process despite a plethora of promising opportunities.
Evaluating the Impact of Differences in Planning Orientations

The results of the second half of this analysis suggest that despite the promise and aspirations of accessibility-based planning practices, their actual impact on rider outcomes is limited. In fact, evidence suggests that accessibility outcomes are actually more robust in cities served by those agencies that do not show evidence of accessibility-based planning than in those that do.

As shown in Table 6, the average accessibility scores of those block groups in cities with accessibility-oriented transit agencies are significantly lower than the average accessibility scores in mobility-oriented cities. In fact, Washington, DC – a city that does not include any accessibility-based planning protocols in its service delivery guidelines – has the highest average accessibility score by a large margin. Conversely, the city with the lowest average score – Chicago – was found to incorporate accessibility across each planning and evaluation element reviewed in this analysis.

Table 6: Average Accessibility Scores, Accessibility vs Mobility Cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation Type</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Average Accessibility Score</th>
<th>Average by Orientation Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility Cities</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>0.2776947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>0.3452322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>0.4238695</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>0.4412721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>0.4815153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Cities</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>0.4697798</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>0.2801752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>0.4193544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WDC</td>
<td>0.7336791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from a regression analysis modeling accessibility scores that include a binary variable indicating the specific orientation-type of each agency shows a similar effect. In the simplest model that just accounts for the presence of an accessibility orientation (model 1), an accessibility orientation has a very small but negative and statistically significant impact on accessibility outcomes. Regardless of other block-group level factors, an accessibility orientation appears to depress access to destinations of
opportunity. However, the very low $R^2$ indicates that very little of the variation in accessibility scores can be explained by differences in planning orientations.

To evaluate the impact of each orientation on the outcomes experienced across different social groups, models 2 and 3 include controls for the share of zero-vehicle, renter, nonwhite, and Latino households in a block group as well as for a block group’s median household income. Comparing the results of model 2 that controls just for the effect of these factors and model 3, which also controls for orientation shows that accessibility-based planning still has a negative effect on overall scores, but that this approach amplifies the positive effect of living in a block group with high shares of zero-vehicle households. Model 4 additionally includes two measures of land use - residential and employment density - as relevant predictors of accessibility. The impact of an accessibility orientation on the ability of people to reach destinations of opportunity still appears to be negative.

Table 7: Regression Analysis, $Y_i$: Block-Group Level Accessibility Scores (Standardized)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessibility Orientation</strong></td>
<td>-0.0191409***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.0272924***</td>
<td>-0.0281721***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent ZVHH</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.607129***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Renter</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2042837***</td>
<td>0.1293773***</td>
<td>0.105549***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.49e-06***</td>
<td>0.00000145***</td>
<td>0.00000116***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Nonwhite</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0385008***</td>
<td>-0.0267795**</td>
<td>-0.0050623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Latino</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0189919**</td>
<td>0.0209805**</td>
<td>0.0181645*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0004758**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0009122***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cons</strong></td>
<td>0.1381589</td>
<td>0.0612117</td>
<td>0.1161024</td>
<td>0.1381589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R2</strong></td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>.2228</td>
<td>0.2171</td>
<td>0.22838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the appearance of a negative impact of an accessibility orientation on outcomes, the overall utility of including this variable in the regression analysis or using this approach to evaluate accessibility outcomes is limited. The introduction of the orientation variable depresses the explanatory power of the regression model, as evidenced by the very low $R^2$ in model 1 and the lower $R^2$ in model 3 than in model 2. In other words, it seems as though the inclusion of the ordination variable is mostly noise, and is evidence that differences in orientation are not that significant for overall accessibility outcomes.
**Discussion and Conclusions**

The first major finding of this analysis is that although some agencies demonstrate evidence of accessibility planning, its incorporation is far from widespread. Additionally, those agencies that are addressing issues of accessibility are often doing so in a piecemeal rather than comprehensive fashion. While nods to accessibility outcomes are made here and there, there is scant acknowledgement of the connections between the stated mission and/or goals of agencies, and the service standards and evaluation metrics that are so critical for service delivery. While King County Metro Transit is advanced in its use of an accessibility indicator to measure system performance, the agency fails to establish accessibility as a goal of service. Likewise, although the CTA regularly updates its services to accommodate evolving land use and development initiatives, the means by which system performance is assessed is almost exclusively in terms of mobility outcomes.

The second major finding of this analysis is that local accessibility outcomes do not appear to be robustly affected by transportation-based planning practices. In fact, accessibility is not only associated with a lower overall accessibility score, the adoption of an accessibility orientation was shown to depress accessibility outcomes. Clearly, accessibility-based planning – at least in the manner in which the cities in this analysis have adopted these approaches – is not a silver bullet that will uniformly lead to strong accessibility outcomes. However, the findings of this research also do not invalidate the effectiveness of accessibility-based planning approaches. In the first place, many of these policies are likely still evolving. The adoption of many of these planning strategies and guidelines is recent, and it is possible that it will take time for the observed impacts of these policies to fully manifest themselves. Just because the trajectory of these policies and accessibility outcomes are not moving together right now does not mean they will not be ultimately impactful.

In many respects, these results should be encouraging for accessibility planning advocates. Documents gathered from five out of nine large public transportation agencies do suggest that some agencies are paying attention to accessibility-based issues in their regular design and planning procedures.
The evidence that has been gathered also can also serve as examples of how accessibility can be actively incorporated and even emphasized as not only an agency goal, but as a service standard and as a performance metric. These results are simultaneously encouraging for advocates of socially inclusive public policies and for those working to develop pathways through barriers of social exclusion. Although their impact is unclear, measures designed to improve and maximize accessibility within transit agencies are important steps for ensuring the goals of transit as a public good are met and for acknowledging the role of transit as an institutional mediator of social exclusion.

The findings of this work present many fruitful opportunities for future research. It is important to note that accessibility-based planning does not comprise one cohesive or comprehensive set of metrics, standards, or strategies. Rather, accessibility-based planning approaches can take many shapes and forms. Each city that was found to show evidence of accessibility-based planning addressed issues of accessibility in different ways. Perhaps the next logical research direction involves developing a detailed typology or catalog of the various approaches identified as engaging accessibility. Once the universe of practices is identified, the dimensions by which these strategies impact accessibility can be more clearly ascertained and described. This analysis could be expanded to include more cities and adopt additional approaches and methodologies to collecting and evaluating local transportation planning practices. The assigned orientations of two of the cities included in this analysis are based on documents that are over a decade old, and it is not only possible but it is likely that the delivery standards and guidelines developed by these agencies will be updated soon.

Just as there is no one ‘right’ way to incorporate accessibility, there is no ‘right’ way to deliver public transit service. Different places have different shapes, topographies, densities, needs, and transportation cultures that each likely impact variations in people’s ability to travel to places. However, it is important to ensure that the utility of public transit service is fully realized, and done so in a way that allows people access to opportunities rather than restricting their movement. Transportation disadvantage and the lack of reliable and high-quality transit services that take people to the places they need or want to go is a significant driver of social exclusion, and ensuring high-quality, destination-rich public transit
service is available is not only a reasonable ask of a public agency, but a social policy that promotes
equity and engagement. The accessibility planning and social exclusion research communities should
more fully recognize and emphasize the consistencies between their goals and priorities and opportunities
for collaboration in order to advance shared goals and amplify the call for robust, outcome-oriented, and
socially comprehensive transportation planning practices.
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